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ABSTRACT

Modeling to Improve Vegetation-based
Wetland Biological Assessment

by

Robin C. Jones, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2014
Major Professor: Dr. Charles P. Hawkins
Department: Watershed Sciences

The accurate and precise biological assessment of wetland ecosystems has proven to be a
significant challenge to natural resource managers. Biological assemblages in wetland
ecosystems are highly variable and this variability can confound inferences of biological
condition resulting from biological assessments. Efforts to control for this natural biological
variation have led to the development of many different biological assessment indices that are
based on classification. Classification-based indices often lack broad applicability and may not
adequately control for natural sources of biological variation. Biological variation is often
associated with natural environmental gradients that modeling techniques may be able to account
for. The general goal of my thesis research was to develop a model-based biological assessment
index for wetlands in Ohio, to determine if modeling could improve the performance of the
wetland assessment indices that are currently available.
I developed two types of model-based biological indices for Ohio wetlands, a vegetationbased index of biological integrity (MVIBI), and several indices of plant assemblage taxonomic
completeness (O/E). The MVIBI exhibited significant improvements in performance over
previously developed vegetation-based indices of biological integrity (VIBIs). Modeling also
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accounted for enough biological variation to permit the assessment of three wetland types with a
single index. Use of the MVIBI should increase manager’s confidence in plant-based wetland
assessments and improve wetland assessment comparability. The plant-based O/E indices
performed poorly relative to O/E indices that have been developed for other types of assemblages
(i.e. macroinvertebrates, fish), indicating that the plant-based O/E indices are unlikely to detect
biological degradation. The poor performance of these indices was related to poor predictability
of individual plant taxa. Plant taxa occurrence is strongly related to the timing and intensity of
stochastic disturbance events and complex biotic interactions that are difficult to quantify. These
factors present challenges to predicting the presence and absence of individual plant taxa. My
results provide insight into the ways that modeling may and may not be used to predict plant
assemblage composition and should help index developers improve the performance of plantbased biological indices.
(101 pages)
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT

Modeling to Improve Vegetation-based
Wetland Biological Assessment
by

Robin C. Jones, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2014
Major Professor: Dr. Charles P. Hawkins
Department: Watershed Sciences

To meet the requirements of the Clean Water Act (1972), natural resource managers need to
be able to detect biological degradation in wetland ecosystems. Biological indices are commonly
used by managers to assess wetland biological condition. The accuracy and precision of wetland
condition assessments are directly related to the performance of these indices, and biological
index performance is thought to be related to how well an index controls for the effects of
environmental attributes on biological assemblages. Many plant-based biological indices control
for environmental and biological variation through the use of classification schemes that are
based on geographic location and dominant vegetation type. However, the use of classification
schemes tends to produce indices with limited applicability and may not adequately control for
natural variation. The goal of my research was to use modeling techniques, as an alternative to
classification, to account for biological variation associated with natural environmental gradients
and to improve the performance of previously developed indices.
I developed two types of model-based biological indices to quantify the biological
condition of Ohio wetlands: a vegetation-based index of biological integrity (MVIBI) based on
several attributes of wetland plant assemblages, and several indices of plant assemblage
taxonomic completeness. I evaluated the accuracy and precision of the MVIBI relative to
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previously developed indices, and determined that the use of modeling techniques can
significantly improve the performance of plant-based indices of biological integrity. Due to
increases in accuracy and precision, use of the MVIBI should improve manager’s confidence in
wetland biological condition assessments. The indices of taxonomic completeness exhibited poor
performance relative to similar indices developed for other types of biological assemblages (i.e.
aquatic insects, fish). I attribute poor index performance to my inability to accurately predict
individual species occurrence, which is likely a result of plant communities being heavily
structured by random disturbance events and biotic interactions that are difficult to account for.
My results should help inform index developers of ways to potentially improve wetland condition
assessment indices.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

In 1972, the Clean Water Act (CWA) established the goal to “restore and maintain
the chemical, physical, and biological integrity,” of water bodies within the United States.
Since the passage of the CWA, this objective has motivated decades of research centered
on how biological integrity should be measured and assessed. Biological integrity can be
defined as an ecosystem’s ability to maintain the natural composition and function of its
biological communities (Frey 1975, Karr and Dudley 1981). The biological integrity of
an ecosystem can be altered by anthropogenic activity, and some attributes of biological
assemblages (metrics) are reliable indicators of environmental degradation. Biological
attributes that reliably respond to degradation are typically used to conduct biological
assessments, which are designed to measure overall biological condition.
Biological assessment scoring tools (i.e., indices) depend on estimates of expected
condition (i.e., the reference condition) for interpretation. The reference condition is
typically estimated by measuring attributes of biological assemblages at many sites that
lack significant anthropogenic degradation (i.e., reference sites). The biological variation
among similar reference sites is used to as an estimate of the natural biological variation
that would be exhibited by individual sites over time. Estimating the reference condition
is a significant challenge in developing accurate and precise biological assessment tools
(Bailey et al., 2004; Hawkins et al., 2010a; Hawkins et al., 2010b; Stoddard et al., 2008).
The biological variation represented by the reference condition needs to be comparable to
the biological variation that would naturally be exhibited by those sites being assessed
(i.e., test sites). Because biological assemblages can vary tremendously over space and
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time, people responsible for building biological assessment indices need to control for
variability associated with naturally occurring differences among sites to ensure that the
estimated reference condition accurately represents the true range of conditions expected
at an individual test site.
Many wetland bioassessment indices attempt to control for natural variation among
reference sites by assigning a wetland type to reference sites within a specific geographic
area, and estimating reference conditions separately for each site type. The reference
condition is then estimated by aggregating the biological attributes of reference sites
within each type class designated for the region, and separate biological indices are
developed for each site type. For example, Mack developed three different indices of
biological integrity (IBIs) for emergent, forested, and shrub-dominated wetlands in Ohio
(Mack, 2000, 2001, 2004, 2007). These methods of estimating the reference condition
and developing indices for individual geographic and typological classes are assumed to
produce accurate estimates of the natural biological variation of all similarly classified
sites. However, several studies have demonstrated that this approach often accounts for
little biological variation within classes and that the variation among classes is often not
much greater than the variation within classes (as reviewed by Hawkins et al., 2000).
Thus, the use of such classification schemes can produce inaccurate reference condition
estimates and can lead to inaccurate biological assessments (Hawkins et al., 2000;
Hawkins et al., 2010a; Hermoso and Linke, 2012).
Empirical models describing relationships between reference site biota and natural
environmental characteristics can be used to predict site-specific reference conditions.
Such models can estimate the biological conditions expected at test sites more precisely
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than classification schemes (Cao et al., 2007; Hawkins et al., 2010b; Stevenson et al.,
2013), because models can account for the site-specific environmental attributes that
influence biological assemblages. Additionally, the use of models can reduce index
biases that will otherwise occur along environmental gradients that can compromise
inferences of biological condition. For these reasons, model-based indices can produce
more accurate and precise biological assessments than those based on classifications (Cao
et al., 2007; Hawkins et al. 2010b). Many model-based indices have been developed for
river, stream, and lake ecosystems, but this approach has gained little momentum in
wetland bioassessments and has not been thoroughly tested on plant assemblages.
Index developers have primarily focused on building two different types of modelbased indices. One such index is a model-based index of biological integrity (IBI). IBIs
are designed to measure and assess biological integrity based on multiple aspects of
biological assemblages (i.e., metrics). To build a model-based IBI, individual metrics are
modeled to account for the effect of environmental gradients on biological metrics (Cao
et al., 2007). The other type of modeled index is one based solely on the taxonomic
completeness of a given biological assemblage, or the ratio of the number of taxa
observed (O) at test sites that were expected to occur at those sites (E). In O/E indices,
models are used to predict the expected taxonomic composition of test sites based on the
site-specific natural environmental attributes.
Several attributes of wetland plant assemblages have been identified as excellent
indicators of anthropogenic stress in wetland ecosystems (Cronk and Fennessy, 2001),
and plant attributes are often used to conduct wetland biological assessments (Mack and
Kentula, 2010). The goal of my thesis work was to determine if the modeling techniques
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that have been used to increase the accuracy and precision of stream and lake
bioassessments can produce similar improvements for plant-based wetland assessments.
Unmodeled vegetation-based IBIs are the most common type of wetland assessment
indices, but many of these indices could be based on inaccurate reference condition
estimates that could lead to inaccurate or biased wetland condition assessments. The
Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (OEPA) has previously developed several
vegetation-based IBIs, and I was able to build upon these tools and determine that
modeling could improve some wetland assessment tools that are already in use. My
results indicate that some of the OEPA plant metrics become even better indicators of
environmental degradation following modeling, but identified that other OEPA metrics
are confounded by natural environmental gradients. The O/E approach had not yet been
applied to wetland plant assemblages and the Ohio dataset provided an opportunity to
build an O/E index. I determined that the taxonomic completeness of wetland plant
communities in Ohio may not be predictable based on environmental attributes, and thus
that taxonomic completeness may not be a reliable indicator of environmental
degradation in that state, though the approach needs to be evaluated in other locations.
Modeling provided insight on relationships between wetland plant assemblages and
specific environmental attributes and the affect that these relationships have on wetland
bioassessments. From an ecological standpoint, modeling wetland plant attributes
provided insight regarding how the natural physical environment controls wetland plant
assemblage and community structure. The relationships that I observed illustrate the
need to account for natural variation in wetland plant assemblages associated with natural
environmental attributes when developing bioassessment indices. The two types of
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model-based indices that I developed exhibited differences in performance that illustrate
the potential strengths and weaknesses of a model-based approach to develop plant-based
wetland bioassessment indices.
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CHAPTER 2
MODELING WETLAND PLANT METRICS TO IMPROVE THE PERFORMANCE
OF VEGETATION-BASED INDICES OF BIOLOGICAL INTEGRITY1

Abstract
The objective of this study was to determine if the accuracy and precision of wetland
plant indices of biological integrity (IBIs) could be improved through the use of modeling
techniques. To do this, we developed a modeled IBI for wetland plants (MVIBI) based
on metrics previously used to develop vegetation indices of biological integrity (VIBIs)
for Ohio wetlands. We selected 82 emergent, forested, and shrub-dominated reference
sites distributed across the State of Ohio and built Random Forest models to predict plant
metric scores at reference wetlands from naturally occurring environmental features. The
models explained between 14 and 52% of the variance in the scores of 21 metrics
indicating that the structure of wetland plant assemblages was significantly associated
with naturally occurring environmental gradients. We used principal component analysis
to identify ten groups of statistically independent metrics and selected one metric from
each group that discriminated most strongly between reference and most degraded sites
based on t-scores. Two axes did not contain discriminating metrics so we used eight
metrics in the MVIBI. Analysis of variance of reference site MVIBI scores indicated that
we could use one reference distribution to assess multiple wetland types, thus eliminating
the need to make wetland type designations. We used the MVIBI to assess 170 test sites
and examined index performance. We compared the accuracy, precision, responsiveness,
and sensitivity of the MVIBI to those of the original VIBIs. The MVIBI was more
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accurate and precise than the VIBI and responded to environmental degradation
differently than the original VIBIs. Modeling to account for natural variation in plant
assemblages associated with environmental gradients can improve the performance of
wetland IBIs. The use of model-based IBIs should reduce assessment errors associated
with natural variation in plant metrics and should increase confidence in plant-based
wetland assessments.

1. Introduction
The Clean Water Act (1972) requires that states and tribes maintain and restore the
biological integrity of wetlands, which means that wetland managers need to assess
wetland biological assemblages. Because plants are universal components of wetlands
ecosystems (Cronk and Fennessy, 2001), plant-based indices of biological integrity (IBIs)
are commonly used to quantify wetland biological condition (Mack and Kentula, 2010).
In general, IBIs are designed to assess the overall biological integrity of individual sites
by evaluating the extent to which a site supports natural biological composition, diversity,
and functional organization (Frey, 1975; Karr and Dudley, 1981). If a biological
assessment indicates that a wetland plant assemblage is lacking biological integrity, than
managers need to identify and reduce the causes of degradation, and restore the site.
Such management actions are beyond the scope of biological indices, which are designed
to detect biological degradation but not identify stressors.
Over the last 10-15 years the State of Ohio has been a leader in the development of
wetland IBIs. The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (OEPA) began developing
vegetation-based IBIs (VIBIs) for wetlands in 1996 with the Floristic Quality Assessment
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Index (FQAI; Fennessey et al., 1998), and concluded this effort with the completion of
three separate IBIs designed to assess the biological condition of emergent, forested, and
shrub-dominated wetlands (Mack et al., 2000; Mack, 2001, 2004, 2007a). As a result of
this work, the OEPA now possesses tools to assess most Ohio wetlands. However, it is
not yet clear if these VIBIs are insensitive to natural environmental differences that exist
among wetlands within each wetland type. Sensitivity to natural environmental variation
within types may produce biased expectations of the appropriate reference state (e.g.,
Hawkins et al., 2000a, Hawkins et al., 2000b) and thus lead to incorrect assessments.
Accurate bioassessments depend on correct characterizations of the reference
condition (Bailey et al., 2004; Hawkins et al., 2010a; Hawkins et al., 2010b; Herlihy et
al., 2008; Stoddard et al., 2006). Estimating the reference condition is a significant
aspect of developing biological assessment tools, and the approach used to characterize
the reference condition can influence index sensitivity and assessment accuracy (Bailey
et al., 2004; Hawkins et al., 2010a; Hawkins et al., 2010b; Stoddard et al., 2008). The
biological reference condition theoretically represents the amount of natural biological
variation that a specific site would exhibit over time, but natural resource managers are
rarely able to monitor individual sites over several years. Instead, the reference condition
is usually estimated via a space-for-time substitution where the biological variation
among many environmentally similar reference sites is used to estimate the range of
natural variation expected at individual test sites. The range of natural environmental
variation among reference sites can be large, and if index developers fail to control for
naturally occurring spatial variation, then indices can lack sensitivity in detecting
degradation or produce inaccurate assessments. Most plant-based wetland IBIs are based
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on reference condition estimates in which some form of classification is used to control
for natural variation in biological attributes (e.g. DeKeyser et al., 2003; Miller et al.
2006; Reiss, 2006; Rothrock et al., 2008). Classification schemes are typically
geographical, typological, or both (Bailey et al., 2004; Karr and Chu, 1999), and are used
to identify groups of sites that are assumed to be environmentally and biologically
similar. This approach is based on the flowing assumptions: 1) by restricting the
geographic range and type of reference sites used to define the reference condition, the
effect of natural environmental gradients on plant attributes will be minimal; 2) the
remaining range of biological conditions observed within a class of sites is primarily
associated with temporal variation; and 3) this range of conditions is small enough for the
resulting IBI to be sensitive to degradation. One consequence of classification-based
index development is that index applicability is often limited to small geographic areas
and specific wetland types. Most plant-based IBIs developed thus far are only applicable
to inland emergent wetlands and are specific to small regions (Mack and Kentula, 2010),
making these tools of limited use to wetland managers.
Defining the reference condition via the classification approach may be problematic
because of flawed assumptions behind most classification schemes. For example, the
assumption that classifications adequately control for natural biological variability may
be weak, as geographical and typological classifications have been shown to account for
little natural biological variation among sites (Hawkins et al., 2000a; Hawkins et al.,
2000b; Heino et al., 2002). Classifications may fail to account for natural biological
variation because environmental attributes that influence biological communities can
vary markedly from site-to-site within small geographic regions and wetland type
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designations (Tiner, 1998). For example, two hypothetical emergent wetlands located
within the same small region might exhibit very different plant assemblages because one
is groundwater fed and the other is surface water fed. Plants living in the groundwater
fed wetland would likely be adapted to relatively stable hydrologic and temperature
regimes and consistent amounts of dissolved chemical constituents. Conversely, plants
living in the surface water fed wetland would likely be adapted to more variable
hydrologic and temperature regimes, and may have less specific associations with
dissolved chemical constituents. Under a regional or typological classification scheme
both wetlands would be assumed to have very similar environmental and biological
attributes. If both sites were used to estimate the reference condition, then the reference
condition would represent a larger range of conditions than would be appropriate for
either site. Thus, the assumption that the range of conditions observed at all reference
sites within a class can provide an accurate estimate of a test site’s biological potential
account may be flawed, and the use of classification schemes to account for natural
variation among reference sites can lead to imprecise reference condition estimates.
Overreliance on assumptions that classification schemes adequately control for natural
environmental and biological variation can compromise inferences regarding wetland
condition. Such errors of inference can fall into one of two categories: 1) natural
biological variation may be confused as biological impairment (type I error) or 2)
biological impairment may be confused as natural variation (type II error).
The use of wetland type-specific IBIs can be problematic. Wetland type classes are
typically defined based on dominant vegetation, but since many wetlands contain several
different types of plant assemblages (i.e., mixed assemblages) wetland type
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determinations can often be subjective (Cronk and Fennessy, 2001; Stepanian, 2013) and
prone to error. Additionally, wetland plant assemblages are often dynamic over time, and
wetland type designations can gradually change as vegetation assemblages shift in
response to changes in biotic interactions and, the focus of this study, the natural physical
environment (Cronk and Fennessy, 2001). For example, the relative abundances of
wetland plants are known to fluctuate with hydrologic variation, sometimes leading to
shifts in dominant plant species (Magee and Kentula, 2005; Miller and Zedler, 2003). If
a wetland contains mixed plant assemblages, or if it is in transition from one wetland type
to another, then an estimate of the reference condition based on wetland type may
confound natural vegetation dynamics with anthropogenic alteration. Incorporating
multiple wetland types into one index could address problems associated with mixed
plant communities and the dynamic nature of wetland plant assemblages by alleviating
the need to assign wetland types. An index that could assess the condition of multiple
wetland types would need to incorporate broadly applicable metrics and be based on data
collected from a variety of wetland types in reference condition.
Modeling is an alternative approach for estimating the range of natural biological
variation expected at individual sites. Models have been widely used to predict reference
conditions for lake, stream, and river ecosystems, but only a few studies have applied this
technique to either wetland systems or vascular plant assemblages (Aguiar et al., 2011;
Cohen et al., 2005; Sifneos, et al. 2010). This approach employs statistical models to
predict the biological assemblages or metrics that should occur at individual sites in the
absence of anthropogenic stress (e.g. Cao et al., 2007; Moss et al., 1987; reviewed by
Hawkins et al., 2010b). Model predictions are based on relationships between biological
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attributes (taxa or metrics) and naturally occurring environmental attributes that are not
easily influenced by anthropogenic or biotic processes (i.e., precipitation or air
temperature). Important predictors will include natural environmental features that
influence the presence and distribution of organisms such as those related to geology,
landscape position, atmospheric conditions, climate, water and soil chemistry, and water
availability. Biological metrics at individual test sites are adjusted to account for
important natural environmental gradients, and residual variation in metric values across
reference sites is assumed to represent the range of naturally occurring biological
variation at a site.
Model-adjusted indices often out-perform those based on classification schemes and
can be developed at larger spatial scales because models can account for more biological
variation associated with naturally occurring environmental gradients than classifications
(Hawkins et al., 2000a; Hawkins et al., 2000b). Index performance is often assessed
based on accuracy (i.e., lack of bias) and precision, which have been shown to be higher
in model-based bioassessment indices than in those based on classifications (Cao et al.,
2007; Hawkins et al., 2010a; Stevenson et al., 2013). Additionally, when empirical
models are built with a large number of reference sites that vary widely in their
geographic distributions and environmental attributes, models can predict the biological
potential of many types of sites across a wide geographic range (Paulsen et al., 2008;
Stoddard et al., 2008). We define a site’s biological potential as the state(s) that a
biological assemblage at a site could attain in the absence of anthropogenic stress.
Modeling can identify metrics that are broadly applicable across large regions and many
types of sites (Stoddard et al., 2008), and the use of a common set of metrics can improve
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bioassessment comparability (Cao and Hawkins, 2011). Because wetland plant
assemblages and wetland types are controlled by physical environmental attributes such
as landscape position, hydrology, and soil type (Cronk and Fennessey, 2001; Tiner,
1998), modeling may improve the performance of plant-based wetland indices as it has
for other assemblages in other types of aquatic ecosystems.
Current plant-based IBIs do not fully meet the biological assessment needs of wetland
managers because of the potential inaccuracies, limited applicability, and lack of
comparability associated with the use of classification schemes in index development.
Because modeling can improve bioassessment index performance, applicability, and
comparability, this approach needs to be more thoroughly assessed for wetland plant
IBIs. The goal of this study was to determine if current, plant-based IBIs can be
improved by applying modeling techniques. Our objectives were to determine if
modeling could: 1) improve index precision, 2) reduce local index bias associated with
natural environmental differences among sites, 3) improve bioassessment comparability,
and 4) improve index applicability by incorporating multiple wetland types into one
index. The ultimate goal of this project was to develop a set of methods that could
potentially be applied to the National Wetland Condition Assessment data and to allow
accurate and comparable wetland assessments at regional and national scales.
2.

Methods

2.1. Study Area
Data for this study were collected from wetlands throughout the state of Ohio (USA).
Close proximity to the North American Great Lakes Huron and Erie, combined with low
topographic relief, relatively high precipitation rates, and poorly drained soils promoted
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development of abundant wetlands across the state. Beginning in the middle of the 19th
century and continuing through today, extensive surface and subsurface drainage systems
were installed throughout western and northwestern Ohio, resulting in significant
hydrologic alteration and leading to extensive wetland loss and degradation (Brown and
Ward, 1997).
Ohio has a relatively homogenous climate and contains only a few major ecoregions.
The State primarily has a humid continental climate, though the southernmost part of the
State has a humid sub-tropical climate (Peel et al., 2007). Summers in Ohio are warm,
and winters are cool. In general, Ohio has a mesic soil temperature regime with average
monthly temperatures ranging from -7 to 27° C, and an udic soil moisture regime
associated with an average of 86 to 132 cm of precipitation annually (Midwestern
Regional Climate Center, 2013). The state is driest in the northwestern corner and wettest
in the southernmost region and the northeastern corner adjacent to Lake Erie. Ohio is
comprised of four Level III and one Level IV ecoregions: the Huron/Erie Lake Plains in
the northwest, the Eastern Corn belt Plains in the west and southwest, the Erie/Ontario
Drift and Lake Plain in the northeast, the Western Allegheny Plateau in the southeast, and
the Northern Bluegrass ecoregion in the southernmost portion.
Ohio’s recent geologic history was dominated by periods of oceanic inundation
followed by a period of glaciation. Much of Ohio’s near surface geology was formed
between 410-286 mya, when some portions of the landmass were covered by warm
shallow seas and other areas were coastal plains consisting of swamps and near-shore
dunes. The presence of these water bodies and landforms resulted in the formation of
sedimentary bedrock comprised of shale, limestone, and dolostone in the western 2/3 of
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the state, while near-shore dunes formed sandstone in the eastern portion of the state.
During the early Quaternary period (2.6 mya-11,700 ya), the northwestern 2/3 of the state
was heavily glaciated, leaving behind glacial outwash and till deposits after glacial
recession. The southeastern portion of the state, which experienced minor faulting and
folding during the late Permian Period (286-248 mya), escaped glaciation and thus has
more relief than the rest of the State and does not contain glacial deposits (Ohio
Department of Natural Resources, 2001). The remainder of the state has very little
topographic variation, and elevations across the entire state range from only 139 m to 472
m above mean sea level.
The soils in Ohio directly reflect the state’s glacial history, topography, climate, and
native plant life. Regions of the state once covered by glaciers generally contain deep,
finely textured, and poorly drained soils. The non-glaciated eastern region contains
shallow soils that are less fertile, drain more quickly, and are prone to erosion. Much of
Ohio has a very shallow water table due to finely textured soils, low topographic relief,
and the close proximity to the North American Great Lakes, though water table depth
generally increases with distance traveled away from Lake Erie. Prior to settlement by
European immigrants, western Ohio was dominated by prairie grasslands and elm-ash
swamp forests which led to the development of soils in that contained high percentages of
organic matter (Ohio Department of Natural Resources, 1990). Much of the organic
material has been lost to erosion, and replacement rates have drastically slowed. Because
of its fertile soils and abundant water, the majority of the landscape was converted for
agriculture and human habitation between the early 1800s and the present day.
Historically Ohio was covered by a network of wetlands and deciduous forests, though
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the western portion of the state also contained prairie communities. Extensive tile
draining has subsequently lowered water tables and resulted in wetland hydrologic
alteration and loss.

2.2. Plant Data Collection
We obtained data on wetland plant species presence and percent cover collected from
1999 to 2010 by the OEPA. Samples were collected at 285 unique wetlands that were
dominated by either emergent, shrubby, or forest vegetation. Sampled sites were
distributed throughout the state’s four Level III (Omernik, 1987) ecoregions and
represent a gradient of disturbance ranging from highly degraded to relatively
undisturbed (Fig. 2-1).
The OEPA used the intensive module (IM) method (Peet et al., 1998) to collect the
plant data (Mack, 2001, 2002, 2007a). This is a quadrat-based method which is typically
based on 20 m x 50 m plots that are divided into ten, 10 m x 10 m subplots or modules.
A plot consists of four intensive modules (IMs), generally located in the center of the
plot, and 6 residual modules. The IM method is flexible and allows field crews to select
the number of modules to sample based on site size. At most sites, one 1000 m2 plot was
established and all 10 modules were sampled. At wetlands smaller than 1000 m2, fewer
modules were sampled (at least four IMs) and at some large sites or sites with several
vegetation communities, multiple plots were established (Mack, 2007a). Plots were
located in vegetation patches that were most representative of the vegetation
characteristically found in the wetland being sampled, and were oriented in the direction
that minimizes environmental heterogeneity. All plant species in each module were
identified and assigned percent cover values, except for tree species over 6’ tall which
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were measured by the diameter at breast height. For species observed in the four IMs,
percent cover was estimated for each module independently, while percent cover for
species observed in the residual modules was estimated for six modules combined.
Percent cover was estimated first by assigning a cover class and then by assigning a
percent cover based on the midpoint of the given cover class. Ten cover classes were
used to estimate percent cover where cover class 1 represented a solitary or few
individuals, and cover class 10 represented 95-99% cover. Cover classes 2-9 represented
the following ranges respectively: 0-1, 1-2, 2-5, 5-10, 10-25, 25-50, 50-75, and 75-95%.
Standing biomass was also measured at emergent wetlands by clipping all plants to the
ground that were rooted in two nested corners of the IMs (Mack, 2007a).
From the plant data, the OEPA calculated 21 different plant-based metrics that were
previously used in three different vegetation-based IBIs for emergent (VIBI-E), forested
(VIBI-F), and shrub-dominated (VIBI-S) wetlands (Mack et al., 2000; Mack, 2001, 2004,
2007a, 2007b, 2009). Descriptions of how each OEPA metric was calculated and
summaries of the ecological importance of the metrics is provided in Appendix A.
Different versions and combinations of these metrics were used in the VIBIs as they were
refined through several testing iterations. The majority of the 21 metrics were calculated
at each site and these data were accompanied by species lists.
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Fig.1 Spatial distribution of reference wetlands in the major
ecoregions of Ohio, USA. Reference wetlands were classified by
dominant vegetation type.

2.3. Catchment Delineation
We delineated each wetland’s catchment to identify and quantify potential source
areas and transport pathways of water flow and materials (e.g., sediment and nutrients),
and to identify climatic and topographic influences up gradient of the wetland sites. We
used the ArcGIS 9.3 Hydrology toolbox to delineate wetland catchments. We used 10-m
digital elevation models (DEMs) to identify surface flow direction, flow accumulation,
and catchment outlets.
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We used a multi-step process to delineate catchments. We first imported relevant
DEMs from the National Map Seam less Server (http://nationalmap.gov/viewer.html) as
well as sample site coordinate points into ArcGIS. We then electronically stitched the
DEMs together and overlaid the sample site coordinate points on the state-wide DEM.
To delineate catchments we calculated flow direction and flow accumulation within the
DEMs. Site coordinates were then used to establish a pour point (i.e., outlet) for each
wetland in the DEM grid. The catchment above each pour point was identified by using
the watershed function in ArcGIS, which estimates the area that could contribute surface
water flow and interflow to the site based on the flow direction grid, assuming that
subsurface flow moves in the same direction.
This last step produced clearly inaccurate catchments approximately 50% of the time,
and required manually selecting a different pour point location to obtain an accurate
delineation. We assessed catchment accuracy by overlaying the delineated catchment
onto a DEMs and flow direction grids (calculated in ArcGIS) for the area, and examining
how well the delineation agreed with local landscape features and flow direction.
Inaccurate catchment delineations probably occurred because many wetlands did not
have well-defined drainage networks, a landscape feature that is associated with the
subtle relief found in many regions of Ohio. For these wetlands, we used the raster
calculator feature in ArcGIS to calculate log flow accumulation, which helped to visually
clarify flow paths by amplifying flow lines with the largest accumulations.
2.4. Predictor Variable Extraction and Compilation
We used GIS to extract 62 potential predictor variables that characterize the climate,
soils, geology, hydrology, and topography of sample sites and catchments (Table 2-1,
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Appendix B). We extracted predictors from readily available data with the Geospatial
Modeling Environment (GME) GIS tools (Beyer, 2012). Climate variables were
extracted from PRISM rasters (Daly et al., 2008), soil predictors from State Soil
Geographic (STATSGO) data (U.S. Department of Agriculture, 2006), atmospheric
nutrient deposition from the National Atmospheric Deposition Program (2007), and
geology data from an aggregated version of the Ohio state geologic map (Nicholson et
al., 2005). For climate, we calculated minimum, mean, and maximum precipitation, air
temperature, and number of wet days. Other climate variables included mean relative
humidity, potential evapotranspiration, total frost free days, and first and last freeze dates.
Variables related to soil properties included measures of soil texture (% sand, silt, clay),
% organic matter, bulk density, available water capacity (AWC), available water under
saturated conditions (AWS) at different depths, hydraulic conductivity (Ksat), cation
exchange capacity (CEC), soil water pH, and erodibility (K factor). We calculated
several predictors that characterized hydrologic attributes. The topographic wetness
index (TWI; Beven and Kirkby, 1979) is a function of the up-gradient contributing area
and the slope of that area and thus is assumed to estimate overland and near-surface flow.
The base flow index (BFI; Wolock, 2003) is an estimate of subsurface flow variability
based on annual stream flows interpolated across an elevation model. We calculated
three curvature variables (curvature, planar curvature, and profile curvature) that measure
the amount of convexity or concavity within a given landscape area based on changes in
elevation from one DEM pixel to the next. Curvature is derived from the overall slope of
the land area being considered. Profile curvature is calculated in the direction of the
maximum slope, and plan curvature is calculated perpendicular to the direction of the
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maximum slope. We assume that the curvature variables measure aspects of landscape
position that influence local and watershed hydrology. We also included EPA Level III
and IV ecoregions and three predictor variables collected in the field: the OEPA’s version
of hydrogeomorphic (HGM) class (Brinson, 1993), sample collection month, and the dayof-year that samples were collected. The majority of the previously mentioned variables
are continuous though some soil variables, rock type, HGM class, and ecoregion are
categorical variables.
We extracted predictor variables measured over 1-3 different spatial scales,
depending on the variable (Table 2-1). The different spatial scales were: sample
coordinate points, wetland catchments, and 100 m and 200 m radius circles (i.e., buffers)
centered on sample-site coordinates. All categorical predictors were extracted for sample
coordinates except geology. We determined geologic type at sample coordinates and
calculated proportions of different geologies within wetland catchments. We extracted
all continuous variables for both sample coordinates and entire catchments except for the
curvature variables, which cannot be calculated for a single pixel and thus were
calculated only for catchments and buffers. Detailed descriptions of the GIS derrived
predictors and the respective data sources are provided in Appendix B.

2.5. Selection of Reference and Most Degraded Sites
Because we used a reference condition approach to index development, we needed to
select reference sites to establish the appropriate reference condition for assessed sites. In
many situations, anthropogenic land use within a catchment is used to characterize the
amount of potential stress experienced by sites (Carlisle et al., 2008; Weijters et al.,
2009). However, when we examined land use within sample site catchments we realized
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that we would have to set a threshold of up to 70% agricultural land use to obtain enough
reference sites for modeling. Additionally, we realized that this approach was going to
bias selection of reference sites toward those with very small catchments. Because of
these problems, we selected reference sites based on Ohio Rapid Assessment Method
(ORAM) metric scores assigned by the OEPA. ORAM is a system designed to allow
wetland managers to assess the overall condition of a wetland based on a visual
assessment of the site. Thirteen metrics contribute to an overall ORAM score. The
OEPA previously identified reference sites using a combination of best professional
judgment and ORAM scores. However, some of the ORAM metrics are related to site
biological attributes and could introduce circularity during index development (Barbour,
1999).
To avoid circularity in developing an IBI (Barbour, 1999), we selected reference sites
based on only ORAM metrics that characterize physical habitat condition. These metrics
included: buffer width (metric 2A), intensity of surrounding land use (metric 2B),
hydrologic alteration (metric 3E), substrate/soil disturbance (metric 4A), and habitat
alteration (metric 4C). Sites were considered as candidate reference sites only if they
received one of the top two highest possible scores for each metric. We then used
Google Earth to visually screen sites that passed the ORAM criteria by inspecting
satellite imagery taken closest to the sampling date. Sites that were in close proximity to
potentially significant sources of stress (e.g. industrial operations) were excluded from
the list of reference sites. We did not have data regarding tile drain density, irrigation
practices, or pesticide and fertilizer use, and thus were unable to account for the influence
of these anthropogenic factors on reference sites.
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Table 2-1. A complete list of the GIS-derived predictor variables by category and scale
of calculation. PT indicates that the data were extracted at the point level and WS
indicates watershed level. Detailed descriptions of the GIS derrived predictors and the
respective data sources are provided in Appendix B.
GIS Derived Predictor Variables
Hydrology and Topography
Soil and Geology
Climate, Nutrients, and Ecoregion
Variable
Level
Variable
Level
Variable
Level
Available Water Supply 25 cm PT, WS
Bulk Density 1/3 Bar
PT, WS Atmospheric NO3
PT, WS
Available Water Supply 50 cm PT, WS
Bulk Density 15 Bar
PT, WS Atmospheric Ca
PT, WS
Available Water Supply 100 cm PT, WS
PT, WS Atmospheric Mg
PT, WS
CaCO3
Available Water Supply 150 cm PT, WS
Cation Exchange Capcity PT, WS Atmospheric SO4
PT, WS
Available Water Capacity
PT, WS
Frost Action
PT
Atmospheric TN
PT, WS
Base Flow Index
PT, WS
K Factor
PT, WS First Frost Date
PT, WS
Curvature
100m, 200m, WS Permiablility
PT, WS Frost Free Days
PT, WS
Depth to Water Table
PT, WS
Porosity
PT, WS Last Frost Date
PT, WS
Depth to Resricted Layer
PT, WS
Rock Type*
PT, WS Omernik Level III Ecoregion PT
Elevation
PT, WS
Soil Family
PT
Omernik Level IV Ecoregion PT
Hydric Rating
PT
Soil Taxonomic Class
PT
Max Annual Precipitation
PT, WS
Hydrologic Group
PT
Surface Texture
PT, WS Max Annual Temperature
PT, WS
Hydraulic Conductivity
PT, WS
Soil Water pH
PT, WS Max Wet Days
PT, WS
Profile Curvature
100m, 200m, WS T Factor
PT, WS Mean Annual Precipitation
PT, WS
Planar Curvature
100m, 200m, WS % Sand
PT, WS Mean Annual Temperature
PT, WS
Representitive Slope
PT, WS
% Clay
PT, WS Mean Reletive Humidity
PT, WS
Slope
100m, 200m, WS % Silt
PT, WS Min Annual Precipitation
PT, WS
Topographic Wetness Index
100m, 200m, WS % Organic Matter
PT, WS Min Annual Temperature
PT, WS
Water Content 1/3 Bar
PT, WS
Min Wet Days
PT, WS
Water Content 15 Bar
PT, WS
Potential Evapotranspiration PT, WS
Watershed Area
WS
Total Wet Days
PT, WS
* Rock type is catagorical at the point level, but at the watershed level we calculated the proportion of the seven different
rock type categories that occurred within each watershed.

We also selected a subset of sites that were highly degraded (i.e., most degraded) for
use in index calibration. Most degraded sites were selected with the same five ORAM
metric scores that were used to select reference sites. We considered a site most
degraded if was assigned one of the two lowest possible scores for all five ORAM
metrics.

2.6. Modeling
We used Random Forests (Breiman, 2001) to model how wetland plant metrics varied
with natural environmental variation among reference sites. We used the Random
Forests package (Liaw and Wiener, 2002) to build one Random Forest (RF) model for
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each VIBI metric in R version 2.15.2 (R Core Team, 2012). We assessed model
performance based on the amount of variance in metric values that was explained by the
models and selected final predictor variables for each model that: 1) had the greatest
predictive power, 2) were uncorrelated with other variables already in the model, and 3)
generally had an interpretable relationship with the response variable (i.e., the metric).
We used an iterative variable selection process to select the final predictor variables
in each model. This procedure first involved constructing a model with all of the
variables, examining the variable importance plots (Appendix C), and selecting the most
important variable. We then built a new model with the selected variable and subset the
predictors to exclude the selected variable from the next iteration. To identify the next
most important variable, we then ran the original model with the new subset of
predictors, and selected the most important variable from that iteration. The selected
variable was added to the new model, and so on. Each time we added a new variable, we
examined the amount of additional variance explained by building a model consisting of
just the variables selected up to that iteration. We repeated this procedure until the
variance explained by the model no longer increased. With each forward step, we also
examined the Pearson correlation coefficients between a newly selected variable and the
variables already in the model. If a newly selected variable was correlated (r > 0.7) with
other selected variables, then that variable was excluded.
After selecting predictors for each of the 21 metrics, we used partial dependence plots
to examine relationships between metric scores and each predictor. If the relationship
between metric scores and a given predictor was not interpretable, we considered
removing that variable from the model. We removed such variables only if the variable
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could be removed or replaced without decreasing the amount of variance explained by
the model more than 2-3%. Final models represented a balance between interpretability,
predictive power, and parsimony.

2.4. Adjusting Metric Scores
We used the RF models to adjust metric scores for natural environmental variation.
First, we used the models to predict metric scores for both reference (n = 82) and most
degraded sites (n = 33) and then adjusted these values by subtracting predicted metric
scores from raw metric scores at each site. Adjusted metrics can be thought of as model
residuals or the metric variance not associated with natural environmental gradients.

2.5. Metric Selection
We used two statistical procedures to select metrics for the final index. We first used
principal components analysis (PCA) to identify individual candidate metrics that were
statistically unrelated to each other, which is a requirement of robust multi-metric indices
(VanSickle et al., 2010). Because IBI scores are thought to represent the overall
biological integrity of a given ecosystem, it is important that IBIs consist of statistically
and ecologically unrelated metrics so that certain aspects of biological condition are not
weighted more heavily than others (Bailey et al., 2004). PCA identified several axes of
correlated metrics, and we selected the one metric from each axis that discriminated most
strongly between reference and most degraded sites based on t-scores. We obtained tscores by conducting Welch’s t-tests on the distributions of adjusted metric scores
observed at reference and most degraded sites. Welch’s t-test is similar to a Student’s ttest but allows t-scores to be calculated based on unequal variance estimates (Welch,
1947).
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2.6. Metric Rescaling and Aggregating
The scoring range for each selected metric was rescaled to weight all metrics
uniformly (i.e., same potential range) and to ensure that all metrics scores decreased with
degradation. We followed the rescaling methods described by Blocksom (2003) and
rescaled metrics to range from 0 to 100, with 0 being completely degraded. For metrics
that decreased with degradation, we rescaled scores by setting the minimum (min) metric
values equal to the 5th percentile of most degraded index scores and the maximum (max)
equal to the 95th percentile of reference site scores, i.e.,
100 * ((site value – min) / (max – min)).
For metrics that increased with degradation, the minimum was set equal to the 5 th
percentile of reference index scores and the maximum equal to the 95 th percentile of most
degraded index scores. These metrics were rescaled as follows:
100 * (1 - (site value - min) / (max - min)).
We then aggregated the rescaled metrics into one index score by summing rescaled
adjusted metric scores and dividing by the total number of metrics.

2.7. Index Performance Evaluation
We evaluated the precision and bias of the modeled VIBI (MVIBI) relative to that of
the original VIBI. We considered the coefficients of variation (CVs) of reference site
index scores as measures of index precision and measured CVs for all sites combined and
by wetland type. We determined that modeling had affected CVs differently for the three
wetland types. To examine if these differences might have been related to environmental
differences among the different wetland types, we conducted an NMDS ordination
analysis with the final non-categorical predictors in the eight models contributing to the
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MVIBI (n = 23). We also examined potential bias in both the modeled and original VIBI
by determining if overall index scores varied with natural environmental gradients.
When we observed that the MVIBI contained some residual variance associated with
natural environmental gradients, we rebuilt the metric models to determine if including
the predictors associated with the remaining variance could remove the bias.
We evaluated differences in responsiveness between the MVIBI and the VIBI.
Responsiveness is a measure of the magnitude of differences between index scores at
reference and most degraded sites. After standardizing VIBI and the MVIBI scores by
dividing by the respective reference site index score means, we assessed responsiveness
of the indices in two different ways: 1) as the difference between mean reference (n = 82)
and mean most degraded (n = 33) site index values, and 2) as the t-score resulting from a
Welch’s t-test between reference and most degraded site index scores.
We also evaluated sensitivity differences between the MVIBI and the VIBI. We use
the term sensitivity to describe the number of test sites assessed as impaired given a
specific threshold value as determined from the distribution of reference site values. To
determine index sensitivity, we assessed 170 sites (85 emergent, 68 forested, 17 shrubdominated) of unknown condition (test sites) and compared the resulting inferences of
wetland condition to those generated by the VIBI. We inferred if test sites were in
reference or degraded condition based on three different thresholds (5th, 10th, and 20th
percentiles of reference distributions) for both the VIBI and the MVIBI. Because VIBI
score distributions were different for emergent, forested, and shrub-dominated wetlands,
we used different reference distributions for each vegetation type when assessing test
sites with the VIBI. To determine if we could use one reference distribution for
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conducting assessments with the MVIBI, we used an analysis of variance (ANOVA) to
test for differences in reference site index scores among wetland types. We measured
index sensitivity as the percentage of sites that that were inferred as impaired at each
threshold for each vegetation type.

3.

Results

3.1. Index Development
We selected 82 reference sites of which 24 were emergent, 37 were forested, and 21
were shrub-dominated wetlands. Reference sites were distributed throughout northern
Ohio, but few reference sites were sampled in the southern portion of the state (Fig. 2-1).
Modeling explained between 14 and 52% of the variance in reference site metric
scores, indicating that many aspects of wetland plant assemblages were significantly
associated with environmental attributes (Table 2-2). Significant predictor variables
included several soil properties, especially those related to water availability and physical
structure. Other important predictors included those related to dominant geology,
hydrogeomorphic (HGM) class, landscape curvature, temperature, sample date,
groundwater availability, growing season length, atmospheric nutrient deposition, and
ecoregion.
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Table 2-2 Modeled VIBI metrics, percent variance explained by the models, and the
predictors contributing to each model. WS = Watershed level predictors and PT = point
level predictors. Metrics selected to contribute to the modeled index are in bold font.
Detailed descriptions of how each metric was calculated are provided in Appendix B.
VIBI Metric

% Variance
explained

Predictors

Annual to perennial ratio

19

atmospheric NO 3 deposition (WS), sampling month, profile curvature
(200m), minimum precipitation (PT)

Biomass

52

base flow index (PT), watershed slope, min precipitation (PT)

Canopy importance value

32

level III ecoregion, HGM class, rock type (PT), max temperature (PT),
planar curvature (WS), CaCO 3 (PT)

Carex spp. richness

23

first freeze (PT), watershed area, potential evapotranspiration (WS)

Cyperaceae spp. richness

20

max wet days (WS), HGM Class, % organic matter (WS)

Floristic Quality
Assessment Index (FQAI)

30

HGM class, available water supply 150cm (PT), % sand (WS),
atmospheric Mg deposition (WS)

Hydrophyte spp. richness

24

base flow index (PT), atmospheric NO 3 deposition (WS), sampling month,
black shale (WS), available water capacity (WS), max wet days (PT)

Native dicot spp. richness

32

% organic matter (PT), sampling day of year, HGM class, % clay (WS),
atmospheric Mg deposition (WS), black shale (WS)

Percent bryophyte spp.

49

HGM class, max wet days (PT), level III ecoregion

Percent button brush

22

HGM class, K factor (PT), curvature (200m), % sand (WS), last freeze (PT),
mean temperature (WS), rock type (PT), profile curvature (WS), potential
evapotranspiration (PT)

Percent invasive grass

26

soil bulk density 1/3 bar (WS), mean temperature (WS), non-calcareous
shale (WS)

Percent shade tolerant
Hydrophyte spp.

31

base flow index (PT), sampling day of year, cation exchange capacity
(WS), HGM class, profile curvature (WS), available water capacity (WS)

Percent sensitive spp.

17

HGM class, topographic wetness index (200m), cation exchange capacity
(WS), non-calcareous shale (WS)

Percent tolerant spp.

22

frost free days (PT), planar curvature (200m), water content 15 bar (PT),
min temperature (PT), depth to restricted layer (WS), sample day of year

Percent unvegetated

31

soil taxonomic class, sample day of year, potential evapotranspiration
(PT), HGM class

Shade tolerant spp. richness

31

HGM class, soil permeability (WS), planar curvature (200m), T factor
(WS), dolostone (WS), sampling day of year

Shrub spp. richness

32

mean temperature (PT), base flow index (PT), HGM class

Small tree density

20

mean temperature (PT), profile curvature (100m), sample day of year,
base flow index (PT), % organic matter (WS), non-calcareous coal shale
(WS), potential evapotranspiration (WS), max wet days (WS), slope (WS)

Subcanopy importance value

25

cation exchange capacity (WS), dolostone (WS), depth to water table
(PT), topographic wetness index (200m), black shale (WS), limestone
(WS), planar curvature (200m)

Seedless vascular plants

51

hydrauic conductivity (PT), available water capacity (WS), level III
ecoregion, sampling day of year, soil water pH (PT), slope (WS)
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The metric selection process resulted in a modeled VIBI (i.e., the MVIBI) comprised
of eight metrics (Fig. 2-2). The PCA identified 10 statistically independent axes of
metric variation, six of which contained 2-5 correlated metrics (Table 2-3). Significant tvalues indicated that all but three of the 21 metrics tested differentiated between
reference and most degraded sites (Table 2-3). The percent of unvegetated ground (%
unvegetated) metric did not discriminate between reference and degraded sites, and was
aligned with axis 4 along with the ratio of annual plant species to perennial plant species
(A:P) which did discriminate. We therefore selected A:P from that axis. However, the
Small Tree and Canopy IV metrics (which were the only metrics aligned with axes 8 and
9 respectively) did not discriminate between reference and degraded sites, and we
therefore did not use either of these metrics. The discriminating metrics that had the
highest t-scores within each PCA axis included: the floristic quality assessment index
(FQAI) score, relative cover of shade tolerant hydrophytes (% hydrophytes), relative
cover of sensitive species (% sensitive), relative cover of invasive grass (% invasive), and
relative cover of tolerant species (% tolerant), relative cover of bryophytes (%
bryophytes), A:P, and shrub species richness. All of these metrics displayed clear
differences in the distributions of reference and most degraded site scores (Fig. 2-2).
There were no statistically significant differences in MVIBI reference site scores
among emergent, forested, and shrub-dominated wetlands (ANOVA, F = 2.797, P > 0.05)
indicating that the pooled distribution of reference site scores could be used as an
estimate of the range of natural variation in all three wetland types.
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Fig. 2-2. Boxplots of the eight (re-scaled) metrics that contribute to the modeled VIBI
(MVIBI). Boxes on the left of each plot display the distribution of reference site metric
scores (REF) and those on the right correspond to the distribution of most degraded site
scores (DEG). Note that the ratio of annual to perennial plants, % invasive grass and %
tolerant species all increase with disturbance but have been rescaled so that metric scores
decrease with degradation.

3.2. Index Performance
Modeling improved the precision of the VIBI. The CV of reference site VIBI scores
was 0.21 versus 0.13 for the MVIBI, indicating that index precision was nearly doubled
by modeling. CVs were also improved across wetland types. MVIBI CVs for emergent,
forested, and shrub-dominated wetlands were 0.14, 0.12, and 0.13, respectively, and 0.18,
0.21, and 0.23 for the VIBI.
The MVIBI was also less biased by natural environmental gradients than the VIBI.
Only 7% of the variance in reference site MVIBI scores was related to natural
environmental variation, whereas 34% of the variation in VIBI scores was attributed to
natural environmental gradients. Watershed hydraulic conductivity, point-level K factor,
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point-level T-factor, and planar curvature within 200 m were associated with MVIBI
bias. However, adding these variables to the metric models generally decreased overall
model precision.

Table 2-3. PCA axis loadings for 21 VIBI metrics. Related metric loadings values are
shown in grey boxes and selected metrics are shown in bold. Significant t-values are
indicated with an asterisk and non-significant results are noted as NS.
Metric
Carex richness
Hydrophyte richness
Cyperaceae richness
Dicot richness
FQAI score
Percent Hydrophyte spp.
Shade Tolerant spp.
Subcanopy
SVP
Percent Sensitive spp.
Percent Buttonbrush
Percent Unvegetated
Annual/Perennial Ratio
Percent Invasive spp.
Biomass
Shrub Richness
Percent Bryophytes
Small Tree
Canopy
Percent Adventive spp.
Percent Tolerant spp.

Axis 1
0.830
0.826
0.813
0.805
0.641
-0.033
0.281
-0.155
-0.002
0.016
0.018
-0.177
-0.098
-0.048
0.238
0.359
-0.060
0.016
-0.232
0.114
0.152

Rotated Loadings of Adjusted Metric Scores for Reference Sites
Axis 2
Axis 3
Axis 4
Axis 5
Axis 6
Axis 7
Axis 8
0.071
-0.179
0.053
0.078
0.039
-0.008
-0.254
-0.184
0.026
-0.010
-0.041
-0.241
0.108
0.193
-0.143
0.043
0.020
-0.266
-0.027
-0.088
-0.18
0.201
0.002
0.202
0.011
-0.001
0.185
0.137
0.260
0.350
0.197
0.002
-0.198
-0.148
0.162
0.861
-0.042
-0.067
0.016
0.011
0.033
-0.230
0.754
-0.111
0.154
0.256
0.120
-0.021
-0.036
0.715
0.208
-0.088
0.06
-0.381
0.112
0.082
0.502
0.057
0.029
0.027
-0.699
-0.101
-0.137
-0.082
0.932
0.012
0.086
-0.067
0.012
0.011
0.091
0.891
0.051
-0.012
-0.072
-0.062
0.077
0.075
-0.086
-0.903
0.164
0.015
0.034
0.044
-0.213
0.053
-0.555
-0.161
0.094
0.010
0.079
-0.019
-0.104
0.117
-0.884
0.001
-0.051
0.038
-0.334
0.031
0.015
-0.756
0.055
0.175
0.122
-0.164
0.144
0.044
0.032
-0.768
0.098
0.136
-0.052
0.058
0.034
0.053
0.016
-0.965
0.044
0.190
-0.088
0.062
0.096
0.016
0.048
-0.910
0.281
-0.106
-0.010
0.119
-0.030
-0.048
-0.11
-0.048
-0.170
-0.033
-0.073
0.070
0.058
-0.076
0.093
-0.438
-0.036
-0.398
0.119
0.106
-0.102

Axis 9
-0.176
0.071
-0.209
0.031
-0.262
-0.047
0.123
0.158
0.020
0.109
-0.156
0.080
0.664
0.100
-0.243
-0.065
0.029
0.085
0.834
-0.003
0.161

Axis 10
-0.032
0.121
-0.010
0.215
0.006
-0.048
0.134
-0.098
0.044
-0.139
-0.126
0.061
-0.053
0.171
-0.018
-0.204
-0.083
0.111
0.091
0.913
0.569

t
4.70
3.48
2.27
5.46
10.46
8.04
7.10
2.02
6.48
8.83
5.26
0.42
-3.02
-5.29
-3.02
5.14
5.90
0.09
1.25
-3.01
-8.29

P < 0.05
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
NS
*
*
*
*
*
NS
NS
*
*

Analysis of index responsiveness yielded contrasting results. The VIBI appeared to
be more responsive to degradation than the MVIBI based on the differences in mean
reference and most degraded site scores (i.e., differences between reference and test sites
were confounded by natural differences). After standardization of VIBI and MVIBI
scores, the mean difference between reference and degraded site index scores was 0.552
for the VIBI and 0.453 for the MVIBI. However, Welch’s t-tests indicated that the
MVIBI (t = 12.66) was better able to distinguish between reference and most degraded
sites than the VIBI (t = 10.22).
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Sensitivity analysis indicated that the VIBI and the MVIBI differed in which and how
many test sites were inferred as impaired (Table 2-4). The MVIBI flagged higher
percentages of emergent sites as impaired than the VIBI at all three thresholds. The
opposite was true for forested and shrub-dominated sites except for the 20th percentile
threshold, at which the VIBI and MVIBI flagged equal percentages of shrub-dominated
sites as degraded.

Table 2-4. Percentage of emergent (n = 85), forested (n = 68), and shrub-dominated (n =
17) test sites inferred as impaired by the MVIBI and the VIBI at three different reference
thresholds.
Wetland Type
Threshold
MVIBI
VIBI

5%
68
52

Emergent
10%
73
55

20%
81
70

5%
56
72

Forested
10%
68
74

20%
76
79

5%
18
29

Shrub Dominated
10%
20%
18
41
35
41

Fig. 2-3. Boxplots of standardized reference (Ref) and test sites scores for the MVIBI and
the VIBI by wetland type. Modeling reduced score variance in all cases, though the
variance reduction was greater for forested and shrub-dominated sites than for emergent
sites.

Modeling reduced the variance observed among reference and test site index scores
differently for different wetland types (Fig. 2-3). Index score variance was reduced more
for forested and shrub-dominated wetlands than for emergent sites. This observation is
consistent with the NMDS analysis.
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NMDS ordination indicated that the predictors in the eight models contributing to the
MVIBI could be summarized in three axes with a stress value of 0.12. When we plotted
these axes against each other, we observed significant overlap in the environmental
conditions at emergent, forested, and shrub-dominated sites, but also observed that the
emergent sites used in this study occupy a smaller amount of environmental space
relative to forested and shrub-dominated space (Fig. 2-4).

Fig. 2-4. Biplots of three wetland types in environmental space. The three axes are
based on the 23 non-categorical environmental predictor variables that contribute to the
models of selected metrics (Table 2-2). Squares represent forested wetlands, solid
triangles represent emergent wetlands, and crosses represent shrub-dominated wetlands.
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4. Discussion
4.1. Index Performance Improvement
Estimating appropriate reference conditions upon which to base ecological
assessments of individual sites is one of the most challenging aspects of bioassessment
(Hawkins et al., 2010b; Herlihy et al., 2008; Stoddard et al., 2006) and the method by
which reference condition is predicted can affect inferences of biological condition
(Hawkins et al., 2010b; Cao et al., 2007). We demonstrated that modeling can improve
the precision of plant-based IBIs and reduce biases associated with natural differences in
plant assemblages among reference wetlands. Because of these improvements, the use of
plant-based modeled IBIs should increase confidence in wetland condition assessments
by reducing the possibility of making Type I and Type II statistical errors that result in
inaccurate assessments.
Our results indicate that modeling can reduce error in different ways for different
wetland types. The improved precision and reduced bias (Figs. 3 and 4) of the MVIBI
implies that differences between the two indices are the result of the VIBI failing to
account for natural variation associated with environmental gradients. Because the
MVIBI flagged a smaller percentage of forested and shrub-dominated sites as impaired
than the VIBI, it is likely that VIBI-based inferences of degradation for some sites were
confounded by natural environmental variability among these sites. Thus, the use of the
MVIBI should reduce the possibility of managers concluding that a forested or shrubdominated test site is degraded when it is just naturally different from most reference
sites (i.e., Type I error). An error of this nature could result in unnecessary management
steps, and lead restoration practitioners to set unrealistic restoration goals based on false
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expectations of restoration potential. This type of error could be extremely costly and
could cause wetland restoration projects to fail because of erroneously predetermined
restoration goals. In the case of emergent wetlands, use of the MVIBI should reduce the
possibility of concluding that emergent test sites are in reference condition when they are
truly degraded (i.e., Type II errors). For the emergent wetlands considered here, the use
of the MVIBI increased the percentage of emergent sites flagged as impaired, indicating
that the low precision of the VIBI prevented detection of anthropogenic stress when it
existed. This type of error would result in failure to implement necessary management
action to identify and eliminate sources of anthropogenic stress. Type II errors can be
ecologically damaging because they can result in continued wetland degradation and loss
of valuable ecosystem services.

4.2. Incorporating Multiple Wetland Types
into a Common Index
For an index to be widely applicable, the contributing metrics need to be able to
characterize wetland plant assemblages at a variety of site types in different dynamic
states and successional stages. Broadly applicable wetland plant metrics have not been
clearly identified, but may become apparent through continual testing of numerous IBIs
(Mack and Kentula, 2010). Three metrics included in each version of the VIBI (FQAI
score, % tolerant, and % sensitive; Stapanian et al., 2013) remained sensitive to
degradation after modeling and have shown sensitivity to degradation in many other
indices (Mack and Kentula, 2010). The continued inclusion of these metrics in the
MVIBI indicates that these metrics are consistently sensitive to degradation even after
accounting for environmental variation and that they may be broadly applicable. We
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found that natural environmental factors appeared to confound interpretation of metrics
related to forest canopy structure (Canopy and Small Tree) and the apparent sensitivity of
these metrics to environmental degradation disappeared after modeling. Although
woody vegetation is an important functional group in many wetlands, it appears to be
either insensitive to many stressors or present in so many naturally occurring alternative
states (Wells, 2005) that it does not discriminate between sites in reference and degraded
condition. Such alternative states are often associated with natural disturbance histories
and successional processes. Hence, eliminating the canopy related metrics should
decrease the sensitivity of the MVIBI to natural vegetation dynamics.
Modeling can identify metrics generally applicable to multiple wetland types and
should thus improve wetland bioassessment comparability (Cao and Hawkins, 2011).
The ability to use one distribution of reference site values to assess all wetland types
should remove potential errors associated with wetland type assignments, which can
often be ambiguous especially for wetlands with mixed vegetation communities (Cronk
and Fennessy; 2001 Stapanian et al., 2013). However, in regions where environmental
heterogeneity is much greater than in Ohio, natural differences among reference sites
may be large enough to necessitate both the use of different metrics and distributions of
reference sites scores when assessing different wetland types. The applicability of these
methods to regions with large environmental gradients (e.g. elevation and precipitation)
needs to be further evaluated to determine if the current use of wetland types in VIBI
development and application can be completely eliminated.
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4.4. Outstanding Issues
We are unsure why the MVIBI retained some bias. One possible reason for the
remaining bias is that there may be environmental gradients that exert controls on overall
community structure that do not strongly affect individual plant groups or metrics. For
example the variables associated with bias in the MVIBI (hydraulic conductivity, Tfactor, and K factor) may affect the ability of plant roots to penetrate the soil and thus
exert controls on plant nutrient availability, establishment success, or competitive
exclusion of certain types of plant roots (Laboski et al., 1998). Alternatively, these
variables could act as surrogates for one or more important environmental gradients for
which we lack data.

4.3. Relationships Observed Between Plant
Metrics and Environmental Attributes
The relationships we observed between plant metrics and hydrologic predictors
(Appendix D) are generally consistent with previous research showing that hydrologic
regime strongly influences wetland plant assemblage composition and wetland type
(DeSteven and Toner, 2004; Magee and Kentula, 2005; Merkey, 2006). For example,
five of the models for the eight selected metrics contained hydrologic predictors (Table 22). Native shrub richness and % hydrophyte both increased with BFI, indicating that
these metrics are likely controlled by groundwater inputs. Shrub richness and % shade
tolerant hydrophytes are particularly important attributes of shrub-dominated and forested
wetlands (Mack, 2004), and the relationships of these metrics with BFI is consistent with
our knowledge that vegetation in shrub-dominated and forested sites is strongly
influenced by sub-surface hydrology (Bledsoe and Shear, 2000; Laidig et al., 2010). In
addition to being an important predictor of native shrub richness and FQAI, HGM class
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was one of the top two predictors in three of the five different relative abundance metrics:
% hydrophyte, % bryophyte, and % sensitive. Although HGM classes can characterize
wetland hydrology (Merkey, 2006; Schaffer et al., 1999), the classes are a coarse
representation of hydrologic influence, landscape position, and edaphic properties. Thus,
we cannot draw any conclusions regarding the causal nature of the relationships between
HGM class and plant metrics. However, the importance of landscape curvature
predictors in two of the eight models more directly signifies that landscape position
exerts some control on wetland plant assemblages, though these variables could also
serve as surrogates for dominant hydrologic inputs. Previously, landscape position has
been characterized categorically (e.g. DeSteven and Toner, 2004), but the significance of
GIS derived curvature variables indicates that continuous characterization of landscape
position may provide better predictive power.
Relationships between plant metrics and predictors related to various soil properties
are also generally consistent with our understanding of environmental factors important
in structuring plant assemblages. Soil properties related to soil water availability and
fertility (e.g. bulk density, available water content, soil available water supply, water
content 15 Bar, and cation exchange capacity) were important predictors in five of the
eight models that contribute to the MVIBI. These properties can control the ability of
roots to penetrate soil and extract water and nutrients (Laboski et al., 1998; Lambers et
al., 1998) and can influence species ability to become established and grow in any given
location. Cation exchange capacity (CEC) showed clear relationships to the percent
shade-tolerant hydrophyte and percent sensitive species metrics, but we cannot clearly
interpret these relationships because the affect that CEC has on soils is highly dependent
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on pH (Drever, 2002). However, these relationships suggest that shade-tolerant
hydrophytes and sensitive species may have specific soil fertility requirements, an
implication that is consistent with the definition of sensitive species.

4.5. Implications for Biological Integrity
When biological indices are developed, index developers should ask the question:
how well does the resulting index assess the intended endpoint? Biological integrity is an
important ecological endpoint that encompasses three components: community
composition, diversity, and functional organization (Frey, 1975; Karr and Dudley, 1981).
Thus, if biological assessments are to capture a complete picture of biological integrity,
then indices should incorporate all three of these components. Plant-based IBIs typically
incorporate several metrics that characterize assemblage composition and functional
organization based on the relative cover of important plant functional groups (e.g. %
shade tolerant hydrophytes, % sensitive, % tolerant, % bryophytes, % invasive grass).
But because wetland plant communities are also organized both vertically and
horizontally, functional organization cannot be fully characterized solely based on
abundance and richness measures. Metrics related to the spatial organization of plants
within wetlands are not commonly incorporated into vegetation-based IBIs (Mack and
Kentula, 2010). Thus, currently available IBIs may not adequately assess the vertical and
horizontal organization and diversity of wetland ecosystems. Assessing wetland plant
diversity can also be problematic. Though richness measures (e.g. FQAI, shrub richness)
estimate some aspects of diversity, plant diversity metrics can be difficult to incorporate
into IBIs as plant diversity sometimes increases during the initial stages of degradation
(Collins et al., 1995; Connell, 1978; Hobbs and Huenneke, 1992), though this response
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has not been predictably observed (Kershaw and Mallik, 2013; McIntyre and Lavorel,
1994). Because relationships between plant diversity measures and degradation are often
unpredictable, diversity-based metrics can be unreliable indicators of anthropogenic
degradation. These potential limitations are important to consider when interpreting
assessment results, and suggest that more effort needs to be put into identifying reliably
indicative metrics that adequately characterize all aspects of biological integrity.

4.5. Future Work
Future work should focus on refining our understanding of which environmental
variables are associated with natural variation in wetland plant assemblages. For
example, hydrologic variability can play a large role in structuring wetland plant
assemblages (Magee and Kentula, 2005; Miller and Zedler, 2003), but neither BFI nor
HGM fully account for this important factor, and it is unlikely that the hydrologic
variables we used entirely characterize wetland hydrologic regimes. Modeling might
explain more naturally caused variance in plant assemblages if key components of site
hydrologic variability such as the timing and duration of inundation, water table depth
and fluctuation, and the relative importance of different hydrologic sources (Magee and
Ketula, 2005; Merkey, 2006; Schaffer et al., 1999; Tiner, 1998) were included in the
models. Additionally, the resolution of the STATSGO data is relatively coarse compared
with that available from the Natural Resource Conservation Service’s Soil Survey
Geographic Database (SSURGO) or field-collected data. We suspect that finerresolution soil predictors could account for even more variation in plant metrics. We
encourage others who follow our approach to investigate the use of SSURGO or field-
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collected soils data, as these data sources may further increase the performance of plantbased modeled indices.
Plant-based IBIs could be strengthened by including spatially-oriented metrics that
describe the vertical and horizontal distribution of plants within wetlands. Spatial metrics
that attempt to characterize plant height structure, and the interspersion of different types
of vegetation have been incorporated into several wetland rapid assessment methods
(RAM; Fennessy, et al. 2004), but the utility of these metrics needs to be evaluated for
the use in biological assessment indices to determine if spatial attributes can reliably
detect environmental degradation. In addition to providing more complete information
regarding wetland biological integrity, assessing the spatial organization of wetland plant
assemblages can provide information regarding the ability of wetlands to provide
ecosystem services. For example, the vertical and horizontal organization of wetland
plant assemblages can impact the availability of suitable habitat for macroinvertebrates,
amphibians, birds, mammals, and can impact a site’s flood attenuation capabilities.
Spatial metrics such as those used in many wetland RAMs naturally exhibit significant
amounts of variation which may preclude them from being useful indicators of
environmental degradation (Vance et al., 2012). However, some spatial variability in
wetland plant organization may be associated with natural environmental gradients that
modeling can account for, and thus the modeling approach needs to be applied to spatial
metrics to determine their utility.
Quantifying spatial metrics may necessitate the use of transect-based sampling
methods, where transects span the entire wetland. Module-based sampling methods such
as those described in this study are often used in lieu of cross-sectional transects because
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module-based sampling methods can standardize sampling efforts, limit the confounding
effects of spatial autocorrelation, and to restrict sample collection to certain vegetation
types (Peet et al., 1998). However, modeling can account for factors such as wetland
size, and transect length, and can also allow multiple vegetation types to be assessed with
a single index. Thus, modeling can potentially reduce the confounding effects associated
with the use of cross-sectional transect based sampling.
We see a couple of advantages to using wetland RAMs in conjunction with plantbased IBIs. The use of RAM metrics can provide objective criteria for reference site
selection, and can aid in stressor identification. Stressor identification is an important
part of biological assessment, but IBIs typically do not indicate the causes of
anthropogenic degradation. RAM metrics that rate sources of stress such as the intensity
of surrounding land use, proximity to roads or operational ditches, etc., can help
managers determine potential sources of biological alteration. Therefore, we suggest that
wetland biological assessment indices be used alongside of RAM protocols to maximize
the effectiveness of wetland assessment programs.
5.

Conclusions
Significant amounts of biological variation in wetland plant metrics are associated

with natural environmental attributes, especially those related to hydrology and soil
physiochemical properties. The relationships that we observed between plant metrics and
individual predictors illustrate the need to account for important sources of natural
variation to ensure that metrics are truly reliable indicators of anthropogenic disturbance,
and are not confounded by natural environmental gradients. Modeling plant-based
metrics can produce wetland IBIs that are up to two times as accurate and precise as those
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based on unmodeled metrics. Modeling can enable single indices to assess several
wetland types, which may facilitate the development of IBIs applicable on regional or
national scales. When the use of an IBI is not restricted to a specific wetland type then
assessments are less likely to be confounded by mixed assemblages, natural vegetation
dynamics, and successional processes.
The approach that we used to is potentially applicable to the development of plantbased indices in many other regions. However, the effectiveness of modeled wetland
plant IBIs needs to be tested in regions with larger ranges of environmental heterogeneity
(i.e. elevation, precipitation) to determine the spatial and environmental extents to which
a single, standardized IBI can be applied. In regions where anthropogenic influences are
not uniform across the landscape, the variability of reference site quality may pose a
challenge to establishing a network of reference sites of consistent quality (Herlihy et al.,
2008). We encourage other index developers to further test this approach on wellestablished wetland plant metrics, RAM metrics, and on plant assemblage attributes that
have not previously shown reliable responses to degradation due to the confounding
effects of natural environmental gradients.
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CHAPTER 3
DEVELOPING AN O/E INDEX FOR OHIO WETLAND PLANT ASSEMBLAGES
Abstract
The goal of this study was to develop an observed to expected (O/E) index of
taxonomic completeness for wetland vegetation. O/E indices produce highly
interpretable and comparable bioassessments and have been developed for other aquatic
ecosystems with different groups of organisms, but have not yet been tested on wetland
plants. We built 9 different O/E indices based on plant species presence/absence data
collected at 82 reference wetlands in Ohio. Cluster analysis identified three different
ways of grouping reference sites based on taxonomic similarity. Random Forest models
were able to predict the probability of group membership from natural environmental
attributes relatively well compared with models developed for other ecosystems and
assemblages. However all 9 indices had low precision, indicating that predicting the
presence of individual plant taxa was difficult. Predicting wetland plant taxa occurrence
may be difficult because wetland plant communities can be highly dynamic over time,
may be strongly influenced by stochastic disturbance events. Regardless of the
mechanisms, the O/E indices that we developed were too imprecise to be useful in
assessing the biological condition of wetland plant assemblages.
1. Introduction
Agencies responsible for assessing wetland condition need standardized approaches
that produce comparable measures across different wetland types and regions. To date,
agencies have invested heavily in developing indices of biological integrity (IBIs) for
wetland plant assemblages. IBIs incorporate different metrics, which estimate biological
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integrity based on a number of biological attributes. However, IBIs typically have
limited comparability because indices for different regions and wetland types are rarely
based on the same plant metrics (Mack and Kentula, 2010). Unlike IBIs, O/E indices are
based on a single taxonomic completeness metric (the proportion of expected taxa that
were observed in a sample), rather than a collection of assemblage-level metrics.
Taxonomic loss has frequently been associated with anthropogenic activities such as
urbanization and landscape conversion to agriculture (Carlisle et al., 2008; Weijters et al.,
2009), and could provide a standardized measure of wetland condition. The O/E index
allows direct comparisons across states, regions, and biological assemblages, because
condition is assessed relative to a site’s potential to support a specific assemblage of taxa
(Hawkins, 2006). Directly comparable biological indices can improve communication
between managers within and among regions, and can facilitate aggregation of
assessments to larger scales (Cao and Hawkins, 2011; Hawkins, 2006). O/E indices have
been developed to assess the biodiversity status of several different types of organisms
including fish (e.g. Carlisle et al., 2008; Joy and Death, 2002), macroinvertebrates (e.g.
Carlisle et al., 2008; Hawkins et al., 2000; Wright, 1995), and diatoms (e.g. Almeida and
Feio, 2012; Carlisle et al., 2008; Feio et al., 2012). Most O/E indices have been
developed for streams and lakes, but at least one index has been developed for
macroinvertebrates in wetlands (Hawkins and Carlisle, 2001). Because O/E indices have
proven so valuable in biological assessments of other types of species assemblages, the
application of O/E indices to wetland plants needed to be evaluated.
The O/E approach employs statistical models to generate site-specific predictions of
reference condition biota (e.g. Moss et al., 1987; reviewed by Hawkins et al., 2010).
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Indices based on modeled reference condition estimates can produce more accurate
biological assessments than those based on classification (Cao et al., 2007; Hawkins and
Vinson, 2000, Heino et al., 2002; Stoddard et al., 2008), an approach that is used to
characterize reference conditions in most plant-based IBIs for wetlands (e.g. Dekeyser et
al., 2003; Miller et al., 2006; Reiss, 2006; Rothrock et al., 2008). Models are widely used
to predict reference conditions for stream and river systems, but few attempts have been
made to apply this technique to wetland systems or to vascular plants as focal organisms
(e.g. Aguiar et al., 2011; Cohen et al., 2005; Sifneos et al., 2010).
O/E indices are typically derived from a RIVPACS-type predictive model that relates
taxa assemblage composition to naturally occurring environmental characteristics (e.g.
precipitation and elevation) that cannot be easily influenced by anthropogenic activity
(Moss et al., 1987; Wright et al., 1995). Once constructed, the model is used to predict
the taxa expected to occur at a test site, assuming the site was in reference condition. If a
test site is degraded, then the taxa observed at the site will differ from those that were
expected to occur. O/E index scores are obtained by calculating the ratio of taxa that
were expected to occur at a test site (E) that were actually observed (O). In theory, O/E
scores vary from zero to one, although values greater than one can occur because an
unbiased model will both under and over predict true taxa richness 50% of the time.
Ideally, these prediction errors will be small. An O/E score near one indicates that there
is little to no difference between observed and expected assemblages, and that the site is
biologically unimpaired. A score significantly less than 1 (e.g., 0.5) signifies that the site
is likely biologically impaired due to taxonomic loss.
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2.

Methods
We used the same plant data, reference sites (Fig. 3-1), delineated catchments, and

predictor variables described in Table 3-1, Chapter 2, and Appendix B of this thesis to
build O/E indices of taxonomic composition. The only difference in the data used for this
study from that described in Chapter 2 is that we converted the plant species data from
percent cover into a matrix of presences and absences. We used data from 82 reference
sites selected with ORAM metrics (Chapter 2) to build three models and nine O/E indices
based on three probability of capture (PC) thresholds. Here we provide a brief
description of the methods we followed to develop the O/E indices.
We followed well-documented methods of O/E index development, which consisted
of the following steps: 1) select reference sites, 2) clustering groups of reference sites
based on taxonomic similarity, 3) building models to predict the probabilities of
individual test sites belonging to each cluster group given a site’s natural environmental
attributes, 4) estimating the site-specific probabilities of capture for each taxon as a
function of the frequencies of occurrence of each taxon across sites with each group
weighted by the probabilities of group membership, and 5) summing the probabilities of
capture for each taxon to estimate the number of taxa expected (E) to occur at test sites
(Hawkins et al., 2010; Moss et al., 1987; Wright, 1995).
We identified groups of biologically similar reference sites by conducting a cluster
analysis based on native plant taxa. We used the USDA plants database (accessed
summer 2012) to determine which plant species were native. Only taxa that were
observed at greater than 5% of reference sites were used for clustering, as rare species
have been shown to add noise to cluster analyses (Van Sickel et al., 2007). We measured
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biological dissimilarity between sites as Bray-Curtis (BC) distances and then used the
flexible-beta UPGMA algorithm (McCune and Grace, 2002) with beta set to - 0.5 to
cluster sites into biologically similar groups.

Fig. 3-1. Spatial distribution of reference wetlands in Ohio, USA.
Reference wetlands were classified by dominant vegetation type.
Reference site selection criteria are described in Chapter 2.

We used Random Forests (Breiman, 2001) to model reference site group
memberships as a function of the GIS-derived environmental predictors (Table 3-1). We
initially built models with all possible predictors and then identified the most important
predictors based on variable importance plots. We selected variables that maximized
predictive power while taking care to ensure variables were not correlated by checking
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Pearson correlation coefficients of the variables in the models. We assessed model
accuracy based on out-of-bag prediction error rates.

Table 3-1. A complete list of the GIS-derived predictor variables by category and scale
of calculation. PT indicates that the data were extracted at the point level and WS
indicates watershed level. Detailed descriptions of the GIS derrived predictors and the
respective data sources are provided in Appendix B.
GIS Derived Predictor Variables
Hydrology and Topography
Soil and Geology
Climate, Nutrients, and Ecoregion
Variable
Level
Variable
Level
Variable
Level
Available Water Supply 25 cm PT, WS
Bulk Density 1/3 Bar
PT, WS Atmospheric NO3
PT, WS
Available Water Supply 50 cm PT, WS
Bulk Density 15 Bar
PT, WS Atmospheric Ca
PT, WS
Available Water Supply 100 cm PT, WS
PT, WS Atmospheric Mg
PT, WS
CaCO3
Available Water Supply 150 cm PT, WS
Cation Exchange Capcity PT, WS Atmospheric SO4
PT, WS
Available Water Capacity
PT, WS
Frost Action
PT
Atmospheric TN
PT, WS
Base Flow Index
PT, WS
K Factor
PT, WS First Frost Date
PT, WS
Curvature
100m, 200m, WS Permiablility
PT, WS Frost Free Days
PT, WS
Depth to Water Table
PT, WS
Porosity
PT, WS Last Frost Date
PT, WS
Depth to Resricted Layer
PT, WS
Rock Type*
PT, WS Omernik Level III Ecoregion PT
Elevation
PT, WS
Soil Family
PT
Omernik Level IV Ecoregion PT
Hydric Rating
PT
Soil Taxonomic Class
PT
Max Annual Precipitation
PT, WS
Hydrologic Group
PT
Surface Texture
PT, WS Max Annual Temperature
PT, WS
Hydraulic Conductivity
PT, WS
Soil Water pH
PT, WS Max Wet Days
PT, WS
Profile Curvature
100m, 200m, WS T Factor
PT, WS Mean Annual Precipitation
PT, WS
Planar Curvature
100m, 200m, WS % Sand
PT, WS Mean Annual Temperature
PT, WS
Representitive Slope
PT, WS
% Clay
PT, WS Mean Reletive Humidity
PT, WS
Slope
100m, 200m, WS % Silt
PT, WS Min Annual Precipitation
PT, WS
Topographic Wetness Index
100m, 200m, WS % Organic Matter
PT, WS Min Annual Temperature
PT, WS
Water Content 1/3 Bar
PT, WS
Min Wet Days
PT, WS
Water Content 15 Bar
PT, WS
Potential Evapotranspiration PT, WS
Watershed Area
WS
Total Wet Days
PT, WS
* Rock type is catagorical at the point level, but at the watershed level we calculated the proportion of the seven different
rock type categories that occurred within each watershed.

After finalizing the models, we estimated E for reference sites, calculated their O/E
values, and assessed index precision. To estimate E, we first used the original plant data
to calculate how frequently each taxon occurred within each modeled group (i.e.,
frequency of occurrence). We then predicted the probabilities of each reference site
belonging to each reference group and multiplied the predicted probabilities by the taxa
frequencies of occurrence to obtain the probabilities of capture (PC) for each taxon at
each site. PCs were then summed to produce site-specific estimates of E. A threshold
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PC value of 0.5 is often used to determine which taxa should be included in the sitespecific estimate of E, because this threshold has been shown to produce more precise
indices and more sensitive assessments (Hawkins et al., 2010). We used three thresholds
to determine if the index was sensitive to the exclusion of locally rare taxa: 0.5, 0.25 and
0.00001 to determine how PC threshold affected index performance. We measured O/E
index performance by calculating the standard deviations (SDs) of O/E scores based on
the final and null models. The SD of reference site index scores is a measure of index
precision. The null SD is based on O/E index scores for which the probability of group
membership is not included in the calculation of PC (i.e., a taxon has the same probability
of occurring at all sites). The difference between modeled and null SDs measures how
much variation in plant assemblage composition is accounted for by modeling.
3.

Results
We identified three different clustering solutions that separated reference sites into

three, four, and six increasingly taxonomically similar groups (Fig. 3-2). We selected
between eleven, ten, and six variables as predictors of group membership. Selected
predictors included those related to soil taxonomy, ecoregion, soil permeability,
hydrogeomorphic class (HGM; Brinson, 1993), landscape curvature, atmospheric nutrient
deposition, and precipitation (Table 3-2).
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Fig. 3-2. The cluster dendrogram produced of Ohio reference wetlands based on BrayCurtis measures of wetland plant assemblage similarly. The groups below the solid,
dotted, and dashed lines are those identified by the 3, 4, and 6 cluster solutions
respectively.

The precision of all indices was low (SD = 0.33-0.36) relative to indices developed
for other taxa (typical range = 0.10 to 0.18), and the standard deviations (SD) for
reference site O/E values were marginally smaller or similar to the SDs of the null
(unmodeled) O/E indices (Table 3-3).

Table 3-2. Predictor variables used in 3, 4, and 6 group models. WS = watershed-level
predictor and PT = point level predictor.
Number of groups used in a model
3
Soil Taxa Class
Level III Ecoregion
Soil Permeability (WS)
HGM Class
Total Wet Days (WS)
Atmospheric Ca (WS)
Atmospheric Mg (WS)
Topographic Wetness Index (200m)
Total Precipitation (PT)
Hydraulic Conductivity (PT)
Elevation

4
Atmospheric NO3 (PT)
Soil Taxa Class
Level IV Ecoregion
Atmospheric Ca (PT)
Base Flow Index (PT)
Soil Permeability (PT)
Curvature (200m)
HGM Class
Profile Curvature (200m)
Atmospheric Mg (PT)

6
HGM Class
Atmospheric NO3 (PT)
Curvature (200m)
Soil Taxa Class
Profile Curvature (200m)
Slope (100m)
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Table 3-3. Model error rates and SDs for model-based and null O/E indices.
PC = 0.5
PC = 0.25
PC = 0.00001
Number
Model
Null
Model
Null
Model
Null
of Groups
SD
SD
SD
SD
SD
SD
3
0.36
0.40
0.36
0.40
0.36
0.36
4
0.40
0.40
0.36
0.36
0.34
0.36
6
0.40
0.40
0.36
0.36
0.33
0.36

4. Discussion
Because our index SDs were so high, the O/E approach to wetland plant assessment
does not appear to be a viable alternative to other types of indices at this time. The small
differences between model and null SDs indicate that we were unable to precisely predict
the presence of individual wetland plant species. There are at least three possible reasons
why the species predictions were inaccurate: 1) wetland plant assemblages may be less
structured by niche sorting processes than other types of assemblages, 2) disturbance
regimes maintain temporally dynamic species compositions and hence the presence of
individual wetland plant species are less predictable than has been observed for other
types of assemblages, or 3) there may be environmental gradients important in structuring
wetland plant assemblages that we were not able to account for in our models.
Regardless of the reasons for which our indices were imprecise, precise prediction of
taxonomic composition is a necessary component of developing O/E indices capable of
detecting degradation. The high imprecision of reference site O/E scores (i.e., large SDs)
that we observed indicates that the indices we developed will be unable to detect
significant alteration in wetland plant composition associated with anthropogenic stress.
The imprecision of the wetland plant O/E indices relative to those developed for
invertebrates and fish may be related to differences in the relative importance of niche
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sorting and dispersal processes in these assemblages. Wetland plant assemblages may be
more strongly influenced by stochastic aspects of dispersal and establishment as well as
disturbance and successional processes, for which we could not account. For example,
Wells (2005) found that riparian plant assemblages in the western United States could
exhibit multiple alternative states of species compositions under the same or very similar
environmental conditions. Multiple alternative states of species composition can make
the prediction of individual species presence difficult. Alternative states of vegetative
composition could be the result of differing disturbance histories and successional stages.
Mechanisms that could affect the development of different vegetation communities under
the same ambient environmental conditions include variation in disturbance type (e.g. fire
vs. flood), frequency, intensity, and timing (e.g. during the growing season vs. not).
Variation in these factors could lead to variable success in seed dispersal, survival, and
germination, seedling establishment, and subsequently exert control over the competitive
forces experienced by newly established vegetation.
In addition to large-scale disturbances such as fire, one type of site-scale disturbance
that can strongly influence wetland plant community composition is hydrologic
variability (DeSteven and Toner, 2004; Magee and Kentula, 2005; Miller and Zedler,
2003). Some plants have specific tolerances to hydrologic variation (Magee and Kentula,
2005), and hydrologic variability can control the assemblage composition of wetland
plant communities (Cronk and Fennessy, 2001). In wetlands with highly variable
hydrology, species composition may shift regularly in response to wet and dry periods,
making plant species composition difficult to predict without direct measures of
hydrologic variability. While HGM class, the various curvature variables, and the base
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flow and topographic wetness indices provided estimates of dominant hydrologic source,
we might have been better able to predict the occurrence of individual species if we had
access to a quantitative measure of hydrologic variability. Given that disturbance
histories, inter- and intra-specific competition, and natural shifts in plant community
composition associated with hydrologic variation are difficult and time consuming to
measure, we expect that our ability to accurately predict the taxonomic composition of
wetland plant communities will likely remain limited.
Even if we were able to accurately predict plant species occurrence, we question
whether plant-based O/E indices would be capable of detecting all but the most severe
environmental degradation. Many wetland plants are long-lived perennials which are
naturally adapted to endure periods of stress. Long-lived species typically respond to
stress by limiting or eliminating growth and reproduction (Lambers et al., 1998), and
under extreme stress some plants can go dormant for a limited time. Some plant species
are better adapted to manage stressful environmental conditions than others, but because
most plants possess the ability to survive under stressful conditions, it is unlikely that low
to intermediate levels of environmental degradation will result in significant amounts of
taxonomic loss, on time-scales shorter than a few years. Conversely, plant assemblages
more likely to exhibit increased dominance and abundance of stress-tolerant species in
response to low and intermediate levels of environmental degradation. Biological indices
based solely on the presence and absence of individual taxa will fail to detect shifts in
species dominance and abundance unless these shifts are significant enough result in the
competitive exclusion of several taxa. Competitive exclusion of long-lived taxa may
only occur under high levels of environmental degradation or on time lags of several
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years to decades following stressor introduction. Thus, O/E indices which do not account
for taxa abundance, may be inappropriate for the biological assessment of plant
assemblages.
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CHAPTER 4
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
To meet the goals of the Clean Water Act, wetland managers need accurate and
precise tools to assess the ecological integrity of wetland ecosystems. My thesis work
focused on identifying techniques that can be used to improve the accuracy and precision
of wetland biological assessment tools for Ohio. My results indicate that the use of
model-based multi-metric indices should improve wetland manager’s confidence in
inferences of wetland condition, and can improve the applicability of individual indices.
Further development of model-based indices of biological integrity (IBIs) for wetland
plant assemblages could improve wetland manager’s access to accurate, precise, and
broadly applicable tools for assessing wetland condition.
Wetland managers have generally relied upon plant-based IBIs to assess wetland
ecosystems (Mack and Kentula, 2010). I showed that classification-based IBIs can
produce biased and imprecise reference condition estimates. This finding should cause
some concern over the accuracy of wetland assessment tools currently in use. I also
showed that the use of modeling techniques during index development can reduce bias
and improve precision of plant-based IBIs. This result suggests that modeling could
generally improve site-specific reference condition estimates and hence the accuracy and
precision of wetland assessments. These results are promising because they imply that
index developers should be able to improve the performance of existing indices by
adjusting the contributing metrics to account for natural environmental variation.
Bioassessment of streams and lakes is often based on the taxonomic completeness
of short-lived, mobile assemblages of species (Cao and Hawkins, 2011), but this
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approach may to be less robust in assessing wetland plant assemblages, which are sessile
and longer-lived species. The high imprecision of the O/E indices that I developed
suggest that wetland plant assemblages are difficult to predict at the species level,
indicating that these assemblages may be structured more strongly by neutral rather than
niche sorting processes. The applicability of the O/E approach to plant assemblages
needs to be further tested to determine if there are other regions where plant assemblages
are more predictable, or if there are variations on the O/E theme that might produce
indices with higher precision, such as those that account for species abundance (Aguiar et
al., 2011). Meanwhile, plant-based wetland assessments should remain focused of
aggregated trait-based metrics that can be predicted from naturally occurring
environmental attributes, and that reliably respond to anthropogenic degradation (Doldec
and Statzner, 2010).
Ideally, biological indices will incorporate metrics that collectively represent
aspects of assemblage diversity, composition, and functional organization. These three
components are key elements of biological integrity (Frey, 1975; Karr and Dudley,
1981), and assessments that are based on measures of all of these components should
produce a complete characterization of biological condition. Most current wetland
assessment indices, including the MVIBI (Chapter 2), are primarily composed of metrics
describing plant assemblage composition and to a lesser extent functional organization.
The reason that many indices weight composition more heavily than diversity and
functional organization is probably due to the ability of compositional metrics to reliably
respond to degradation. I found that the taxonomic completeness of wetland plant
assemblages was an unreliable indicator of environmental degradation, probably because
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low to intermediate levels of disturbance often result in reduced growth and reproduction
rather than species exclusion. Plant species diversity can also be an unreliable indicator
of degradation because richness sometimes, but not always, increases with intermediate
levels of disturbance (Collins et al. 1995; Connell, 1978; Hobbs and Huenneke, 1992).
Additionally, some researchers advocate that bioassessment move away from estimates
of taxonomic completeness (Doldec and Statzner, 2010) because while they are highly
comparable, these types of indices may not provide a complete picture of biological
integrity. Although metrics such as the percent cover of hydrophytes and the ratio of
annual to perennial plants begin to characterize plant functional organization within
wetland ecosystems, there is a need to develop or adopt metrics that could capture the
spatial organization of plant functional groups within a wetland. For example, metrics
that describe variability in plant height structure or in the width of different vegetated
zones might increase the ability of indices to characterize wetland functional
organization. Of course, any metric must reliably respond to degradation and any metrics
related to plant spatial organization would need to be tested to ensure that they could
discriminate between reference and degraded sites. Given that the spatial organization of
wetland plants is often strongly structured by hydrologic variability (Cronk and Fennessy,
2001), the reliability of metrics related to wetland plant spatial distribution might only
become apparent after modeling to account for the effects of natural hydrologic variation.
Modeling to account for natural variation in biological metrics associated with
environmental attributes may help index developers identify metrics that previously were
not known to respond to environmental degradation. Thus, modeling may allow the
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development of indices that are capable of assessing all the different components of
biological integrity.
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Appendix A. Wetland plant metrics used in the development of four vegetationbased indices of biological integrity (VIBIs).

Table A-1. Ohio Environmental Protection Agency wetland plant metrics, metric method
of calculation, and the VIBIs to which individual metrics contribute.
Metric
Carex spp. richness

Calculation Method
Richness - number of Carex spp.

Cyperaceae spp.
richness

Richness - number of Cyperaceae
spp.

x

Native dicot spp.
richness

Richness - number of native dicot
spp.

x

x

Shrub spp. richness

Richness - number of native,
wetland (OBL or FACW)† woody
shrub spp.

x

x

x

x

Hydrophyte spp.
richness

Richness - number of native,
wetland (OBL or FACW)† spp.

Shade tolerant spp.
richness

Richness - number of native shade
or partially shade tolerant spp.,
excluding canopy trees and
adventive spp., including
subcanopy trees and shrubs

Seedless Vascular
Plants

Richness - number of ferns and
ferns allies

Annual/Perennial
ratio

Dividing the number of annual
species by the number of perennial
species based on reproductive
habit (annual, perennial, biennial,
woody)

Floristic Quality
Assessment Index

Sum of Coefficients of
Conservatism/sqrt.(all spp.)*

% Adventive spp.

Sum of relative cover of introduced
spp.

% Bryophyte spp.

Sum of relative cover values for all
bryophyte spp. (mosses and
liverworts)

VIBI-E

VIBI-F

x

VIBI-S

MVIBI

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
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% Button Brush

Sum of relative cover of button
brush

% Shade-tolerant
hydrophyte spp.

Sum of relative cover values for all
native, shade and partial shade
wetland (OBL or FACW) † spp.

% Tolerant spp.

Sum of relative cover of all spp.
with C of Cs from 0-2*
Sum of relative cover of all spp.
with C of Cs from 6-10*

x

% Sensitive spp.

% Invasive Grass

% Unvegetated

Small Tree Density

Sum of relative cover of Phalaris
arundinacea, Typha angustifolia, T.
latifolia, T. x glauca, and
Phragmites autrailis
Sum of: 1) % open water and %
unvegetated ground, and 2)
relative cover of annual spp.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Sum of the relative stem densities
of each tree spp. in the 10-15cm,
15-20cm and 20-25cm DBH size
classes. Relative densities are
calculated by dividing the number
of stems counted for each spp. by
the total number of stems

Subcanopy
Importance Value

Sum of the average importance
value of native, shade tolerant
shrubs and small trees

Canopy Importance
Value

Sum of the average importance
value of native tree spp.

Biomass

g/m2 of standing biomass samples
collected at 8, 0.1 sq. m clip plots in
two corners of each intensive
module

x

x

x

x

x
x

† = OBL species are obligate hydrophytes, and FACW species are species that typically
occur in wetland ecosystems, but are sometimes found in upland habitats.
* = Metrics calculated using Coefficients of Conservatism (C of C), which can be
considered measures of tolerance (Swink and Wilhelm, 1984; Andreas, 2004). More
conservative species are adapted to more specific ranges of abiotic and biotic conditions
and are assigned higher C of C values than less conservative species.
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Appendix B. Descriptions of the environmental predictor variables calculated in
GIS and their respective data sources.

All continuous variables were calculated for sample coordinate points and wetland
watersheds, except the slope and curvature variables which were calculated at the
watershed scale and for 100m and 200m buffers around sample coordinate points. This
appendix contains descriptions of how data were compiled, a general description of the
potential ecological relevance of the different data categories, and a table with
descriptions and data sources for each individual predictor.

Soils and Geology
Geologic formations and soil properties related to texture, density, fertility, and
water potential can influence plant establishment, growth, and persistence by exerting
controls on the availability of water and nutrients, and the ability of plant roots to
penetrate the soil. Dominant geologic type and bedrock depth can also affect plant
growth by influencing water chemistry and hydrologic regimes.
Soil predictor variables were obtained from the State Soil Geographic (STATSGO)
database map for Ohio that was developed by the National Cooperative Soil Survey,
which generalized more detailed soil maps into soil association units. The digitized map
and attribute table were compiled by the Natural Resources Conservation Service
(NRCS) of the United States Department of Agriculture (2006) from the National Soils
Information System database (NASIS). Within the NASIS database, soil attributes data
are stored for each soil horizon, and many numeric soil properties are represented as a
range of values. To obtain a single value for soil properties that were measured
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throughout the entire soil column, soil property mid-point values were averaged across
horizons and weighted by horizon thickness.
We obtained a digitized geologic map of Ohio from the U.S. Geological Survey’s
Mineral Resource Program (Nicholson et al. 2005). The state geology maps have
attribute tables that identify the two most dominant rock types within a given map unit
and the geologic time period during which the dominant geologies were formed. To
reduce the number of rock categories for modeling we aggregated the two dominant rock
types for each map unit into one rock type based on chemical similarities that might be
significant to wetland plants. This procedure resulted in seven different rock types: black
shale, calcareous shale, non-calcareous shale, non-calcareous coal-shale, sandstone,
dolostone, and limestone. Black shale always co-occurred with shale. A map unit was
assigned the black shale rock type if either rock type one or two was black shale because
black shales have higher amounts of sulfur (an important nutrient for plant growth) and
organic carbon than other shales. We classified calcareous and non-calcareous shales
differently because the calcium contained in calcareous geologies can increase soil and
water alkalinity. The calcareous shale rock type was assigned to map units where rock
type one was shale and rock type two was limestone or dolostone. The two noncalcareous shale categories were assigned when rock type combinations consisted of
shales and either siltstones or mudstones. Non-calcareous shale units formed during the
Pennsylvanian period typically contained coal deposits, and these units were placed in a
separate category (non-calcareous coal-shale) because the presence of coal within a
watershed can increase sulfur and organic carbon availability. When the primary rock
type was identified as limestone, dolostone, or sandstone, the map unit was designated as
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such, regardless of secondary rock type, which was often limestone or dolostone for these
units.

Hydrology and Topography
The duration and timing of soil saturation and inundation and the degree of
variability within hydrologic regimes can be influential on wetland plant assemblage
composition and community stability. Site-specific hydrologic regimes are related to the
relative contributions of different hydrologic sources including precipitation, surface
water, groundwater, and interflow (i.e., shallow groundwater). Watershed slope,
watershed size, and various soil properties influence the amount of surface water and
shallow groundwater that can reach a given wetland. Additionally, wetland position
within a landscape can dictate the relative dominance of different source waters.
We obtained data for hydrologic predictor variables from several different sources.
Predictors related to watershed size, watershed slope, and landscape position were all
calculated in GIS from digital elevation models (DEMs). Soil properties related to soilwater availability and hydrology were extracted from STATSGO (described above). The
base flow index (BFI) in an estimate of the percentage of stream flow that is comprised of
groundwater, interpolated across the landscape. BFI data were compiled by the U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS) by interpolating the base flows from 19,000 USGS gaging
stations distributed across the United States (Wolock 2003). We calculated the
topographic wetness index (TWI) in GIS from flow direction and flow accumulation
grids. TWI is a function of the watershed or point buffer area and average slope angle of
that area (Bevin and Kirkby, 1979).
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Climate, Atmospheric Nutrient Deposition,
And Ecoregion
Climate can influence plant growth, abundance, and distribution by exerting controls
on the availability of water, energy, and nutrients. Plants are usually adapted to specific
precipitation and temperature regimes and thus the climatic forces that control these
regimes can influence plant habitat suitability. Ecoregions are geographically distinct
areas that are defined based on differences in the biotic and abiotic environment.
Distinctions between ecoregions are strongly based on differences in climate but are also
closely tied to regional differences in vegetation, wildlife, geology, soils, and hydrology
(Omernik, 1995; Omernik 2004).
We obtained PRISM climate data that characterize average temperatures and
precipitation from 1981 to 2010 (http://prism.oregonstate.edu). PRISM climate grids are
available for the coterminous United States and are based on data from 13,000
precipitation and 10,000 temperature data collection points. PRISM grids are created
with a modeling algorithm that interpolates measured data across the landscape while
accounting for geographic location, elevation, coastal proximity, atmospheric
stratification, topographic position, and orographic lift (Daly et al., 2008).
Atmospheric nutrient deposition data were obtained from the National Atmospheric
Deposition Program (http://nadp.sws.uiuc.edu). These data were derrived from the
National Trends Network (NTN) of data collection sites, which are distributed across the
United States and are assumed to primarily represent atmospheric sources of nutrients.
Atmospheric deposition of nutrients is associated with precipitation events, and thus the
raw nutrient deposition data are measured as concentrations weighted by precipitation
volume.
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The Western Ecology Division of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
distributes Omernik’s ecoregion data (1987)
(http://www.epa.gov/wed/pages/ecoregions.htm). Descriptions of how ecoregion
designations were made can be found in Omernik et al., 1995 and Omernik 2004.

Table A-2. Descriptions of GIS predictor variables and data sources.
Variable
% Clay

Description
Percentage (by weight) of the mineral soil particles that are
less than 0.002 mm in diameter.

Source
STATSGO

% Organic Matter

Percentage (by weight) of organic material in the soil,
estimated as the percentage of soil particles that are greater
than 2 mm in diameter.

STATSGO

% Sand

Percentage (by weight) of the soil body comprised of
mineral soil particles that are 0.05-2 mmm in diameter.

STATSGO

% Silt

Percentage (by weight) of the soil body comprised of
mineral soil particles that are 0.002 to 0.05 millimeter in
diameter.

STATSGO

Atmospheric Ca

The long-term average amount of atmospheric calcium
(kg/ha) that is annually deposited on the Earth's land
surfaces.

NADP

Atmospheric Mg

The long-term average amount of atmospheric magnesium
(kg/ha) that is annually deposited on the Earth's land
surfaces.

NADP

Atmospheric NO3

The long-term average amount of atmospheric nitrate
(kg/ha) that is annually deposited on the Earth's land
surfaces.

NADP

Atmospheric SO4

The amount of atmospheric sulfate (kg/ha) that is annually
deposited on the Earth's land surfaces.

NADP

Atmospheric TN

The long-term average of the total amount of atmospheric
nitrogen (kg/ha) that is annually deposited on the Earth's
land surfaces.

NADP

Available Water
Capacity

The amount of stored soil water that can be used by plants
(cm water/cm soil).

STATSGO
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Available Water
Supply

Estimates the total volume of water (cm) available to plants
at a given soil depth when the soil is at field capacity. AWS is
measured at depths of 25, 50, 100, and 150 cm.

STATSGO

Base Flow Index

The ratio of stream water base flow to total flow, expressed
as a percentage. Within a river or stream, the BFI is an
estimate the amount of stream flow that can be attributed
to ground-water discharge. For areas outside of stream
beds, BFI is considered an estimate of ground-water
recharge (Wolock 2003).

USGS

Black Shale

Percentage of geology raster cells within a watershed that
were classified as black shale.

USGS

Bulk Density 1/3 Bar

The dry weight of soil material less than 2 mm in diameter
per unit volume of soil (grams/cm3) at water tension of 1/3
bar.

STATSGO

Bulk Density 15 Bar

The dry weight of soil material less than 2 mm in size per
unit volume of soil at water tension of 15 bars (grams/cm3).

STATSGO

CaCO3

The percentage of carbonates (by weight) in the soil fraction
that is less than 2 mm in diameter.

STATSGO

Calcareous Shale

Percentage of geology raster cells within a watershed that
were classified as calcareous shale.

USGS

Cation Exchange
Capacity

Total extractable cations that can be held by the soil
(milliequivalents/100 grams of soil at pH 7.0).

STATSGO

Curvature

Curvature is derived in a GIS from a digital elevation model
(DEM) and is the second derivative of the DEM surface.

GIS

Depth to Restricted
Layer

The soil depth (cm) at which the movement of water and air
through the soil is impeded or that root growth is limited. If
no restrictive layer is described, this variable is represented
as "> 200".

STATSGO

Depth to Water
Table

The soil depth (cm) to saturation. Depth to water table is
estimated as the upper limit of where field observers have
noted evidence of saturated soils such as redoximorphic
features.

STATSGO

Dolostone

Percentage of geology raster cells within a watershed that
are classified as dolostone.

USGS
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Elevation

Elevation is derived from a DEM in GIS. At the point level,
elevation is the mean height above sea level at the sample’s
coordinate points, and at the watershed level elevation is
the mean height above sea level for the wetland’s entire
watershed.

GIS

First Frost Date

The mean annual day of year on which the first freezing
temperature occurs (0°c) in the fall.

PRISM

Frost Action

The likelihood of upward or lateral expansion of the soil
caused by the formation of ice in the soil. Frost action is a
discrete variable with three categories: high, moderate, and
low.

STATSGO

Frost Free Days

The number of days between the last freezing temperature
in spring and the first freezing temperature in fall, based on
the number of frost free days observed between 1961 and
1990.

STATSGO

Hydraulic
Conductivity at
Saturation (Ksat)

Saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ksat) is a measure of how
easily a saturated soil can transmit water (micrometers/sec).
Ksat values are primarily based on soil structure, porosity,
and texture.

STATSGO

Hydric Rating

Hydric rating describes if soils are considered hydric,
partially hydric, or not hydric. Hydric soils are defined by the
National Technical Committee for Hydric Soils (NTCHS) as
being formed under conditions of saturation, flooding, or
ponding long enough during the growing season to develop
anaerobic conditions in the upper part of the soil.

STATSGO

Hydrologic Group

Hydrologic soil groups are based on estimates of runoff
potential. Soils are assigned to one of four groups (A, B, C, or
D) based on the water infiltration rates of thoroughly wet,
bare soils measured over long-duration precipitation events.
Soils in group A have the smallest run-off potential and
those in group D have the largest.

STATSGO

K Factor (rock free)

The soil erodibility factor K (unitless) indicates the
susceptibility of a soil to sheet and rill erosion by water. K
factor estimates are based primarily on soil texture,
structure, and saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ksat).

STATSGO

Last Frost date

The mean annual day of the year on which the last freezing
temperature occurs (0°C) in spring.

PRISM

Level III Ecoregion

Level III ecoregion type at the sampling site (Omernik 1987)

EPA
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Level IV Ecoregion

Level IV ecoregion type at the sampling site (Omernik 1987).

EPA

Limestone

Percentage of geology raster cells within a watershed that
are classified as limestone.

USGS

Max Annual
Precipitation

The 30-year average annual maximum precipitation (mm).

PRISM

Max Annual
Temperature

The 30-year average annual maximum air temperature in °C.

PRISM

Max Wet Days

The 30-year average maximum number of days within a year
that receive precipitation.

PRISM

Mean Annual
Precipitation

The 30-year average annual precipitation (mm).

PRISM

Mean Annual
Temperature

The 30-year average annual air temperature in °C.

PRISM

Mean Relative
Humidity

The 30-year average annual relative humidity.

PRISM

Min Annual
Precipitation

The 30-year average annual minimum precipitation (mm).

PRISM

Min Annual
Temperature

The 30-year average annual minimum air temperature in °c.

PRISM

Min Wet Days

The 30-year average minimum number of days within a year
that receive precipitation.

PRISM

Non-calcareous
Coal-Shale

Percentage of geology raster cells within a watershed that
are classified as non-calcareous shale.

USGS

Non-calcareous
Shale

Percentage of geology raster cells within a watershed that
are classified as non-calcareous shale.

USGS

Permeability (K)

The capacity of a soil to permit water movement.

STATSGO

Planar Curvature

Planar curvature (unitless) is calculated in a GIS from a DEM
and describes landscape curvature perpendicular to the
direction of the maximum slope.

GIS

Porosity

The volume of soil voids (expressed as a volumetric
percentage) that can be filled by water, air, or other gasses.

STATSGO
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Potential
Evapotranspiration

The amount of evaporation that would occur if unlimited
water was available. PET is derived from a combination of
the PRISM climate data and Hargraves equations (Hargraves
1985).

PRISM/GI
S

Profile Curvature

Profile curvature (unitless) is calculated in a GIS from a DEM
and describes landscape curvature in the direction of the
maximum slope.

GIS

Representative
Slope

The slope gradient that is representative of locations where
a given soil type is found (%).

STATSGO

Rock Type

Geologic type at the sampling site. Rock type was derived
from a simplified version of the Generalized Geologic Map of
the Conterminous United States (see text for a description
of aggregation methods).

USGS

Sandstone

Percentage of geology raster cells within a watershed that
are classified as sandstone or siltstone.

USGS

Slope

Average slope (unitless) calculated as the difference in
elevation between two points that are derived from a DEM.
Slopes were calculated for wetland watersheds and for 100
or 200 m buffers around sample coordinate points.

GIS

Soil Family

Soil families are classified primarily based on physical and
chemical properties. Properties used for family classification
are generally obtained from horizons that are below plow
depth and include partial size class, cation exchange
capacity, mineralogy class, temperature regime, depth, and
reduction class.

STATSGO

Soil Taxonomic Class

Soil class name for a given soil unit. Soil classes are
designated soil based on soil properties that are observed in
the field, measured in a laboratory, or inferred based on
those field observations or laboratory measurements.

STATSGO

Soil Water pH

A measurement of soil acidity or alkalinity (unitless) based
on the pH of water drained from a soil.

STATSGO

Surface Texture

The representative texture class (13 possible classes) of the
surface horizon.

STATSGO

T Factor

The maximum rate of annual soil loss (tons/acre/yr) that will
allow sustained crop production.

STATSGO

Topographic
Wetness Index

Topographic wetness index (unitless) is derived in a GIS from
flow accumulation and flow direction grids and is a function
of the upslope contributing area and the average slope

GIS
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angle of that area (Bevin and Kirkby 1979).

Total Wet Days

The 30-year average number of days within a year that
receive precipitation.

PRISM

Water Content 1/3
Bar

Soil water retained by the soil at a tension of 1/3 bars
(volumetric percentage of the whole soil). Water content at
1/3 bar is an often used as an estimate of soil water content
at field capacity.

STATSGO

Water Content 15
Bar

Soil water retained at a tension of 15 bar (volumetric
percentage of the whole soil). Water content at 15 bar is an
estimate of the wilting point.

STATSGO

Watershed Area

The area (m2) that a wetland’s watershed encompasses.

GIS
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Appendix C. Variable importance plots for the eight plant metrics selected to
contribute to the MVIBI.
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Percent Tolerant Species

Percent Tolerant Species

Shrub Richness

Appendix D. Partial dependence plots for model variables that predict the eight
plant metrics selected to contribute to the MVIBI.
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Percent Invasive Grass
Percent Hydrophytes
Percent Hydrophytes
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